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Things are seldom what they seem,
Skim milk masquerades as cream. . . . Little
Buttercup, Gilbert and Sullivan’s
H.M.S. Pinafore

‘When I use a word,’ Humpty
Dumpty said in a rather scornful tone, ‘it
means just what I choose it to mean, nei-
ther more nor less.’ ‘The question is,’ said
Alice, ‘whether you can make words
mean so many different things.’ Lewis
Carroll, Through the Looking Glass

Perhaps one has to be very old before
one learns how to be amused rather than
shocked. Pearl S. Buck

1. No good deed goes unpunished. 
2. Politicians talk themselves red, white

and blue in the face. Clare Boothe Luce
It is by the goodness of God that in our

country we have those three unspeakably
precious things: freedom of speech, free-
dom of conscience, and the prudence
never to practice either. Mark Twain

R ecent events continue to pro-
vide fodder for the President’s
Message. All one has to do is

read the daily newspaper, or listen to
radio or watch television. Collec-
tions of astonishing statements and
provocative action accumulate rapidly. Hardly a day
goes by without some new example. Elevating common
discourse into hyperbole seems to be a new art form.
Let’s look at some examples.

Speaking to a gathering of governors, at the White
House, the U.S. secretary of education called the National
Education Association, the nation’s largest teachers
union, a “terrorist organization,” because, in his view, the
union often acts at odds with the wishes of rank-and-file
teachers regarding school standards and accountability.
The New York Times properly characterized this statement
as a “staggeringly stupid comment.”1

Speaking to the Boston College Chief Executives Club,
the head of the world’s largest insurance conglomerate
said of the battle over reforming class action litigation:
“It’s almost like fighting the war on terrorists. . . . I call the
plaintiff’s bar terrorists.” This from a man who usually
uses the “T” word in speeches calling for federal bailout
of the insurance industry to protect it from losses caused
by terrorist activity. 

Then there is the other phrase currently in vogue, the
“activist judge.” These apparently come in two flavors,
elected and unelected. In commenting upon decisions
with which they disagree, many of our public officials
are quick to condemn the “unelected activist judge,”
seemingly implying that a judge who is subject to the

elective process would have made a
different decision in order to pander
to the electorate. Or, when it turns
out that the judge being criticized
indeed was elected, but made that
decision anyway, the label is shortened
to simply “activist judge.”

Just what is an “activist judge”
anyway? Apparently, it is a judge
who makes a decision with which the
commentator does not agree. So, in
Massachusetts, it is the “activist
judges” who interpreted the state and
federal constitutions as requiring
equal protection of the laws for
everyone, thus validating same-sex
marriages. Many of our public officials
have urged that this decision be
circumvented by any means possible.
But, in New Jersey, where the courts
have ruled that same-sex marriages
are not permissible, the public officials
are quick to state that “the courts
have ruled, and we are bound by
what the courts rule.” 

Another view would be that judges
who rule against the government are
“activist,” whereas those who sustain

government action are more moderate and reasonable, as
if it were the function of the court simply to approve the
status quo in all cases. 

In fact, an analysis of many of the instances where
judges are claimed to have acted in an “activist” manner
discloses that the judicial action was usually taken to
deal with an issue as to which the legislative body
avoided its responsibility to enact legislation that is
clear and comprehensive, or in some cases, to act in any
way at all.

From all of this we can deduce the apparent legal
principle that decisions with which one agrees are well-
reasoned and controlling, and that the judges who write
them are brilliant scholars of the law. In contrast, deci-
sions with which one disagrees are only misguided
rants deserving of no recognition whatever other than
as examples of why the moron judge who issued them
should be removed from office. I marvel at the relative
ease with which some judges manage to move from one
category to the other, and back again.

The use of hyperbolic language, and language that
expresses personal attacks on anyone with whom we
disagree, is something that needs to be brought under

A. THOMAS LEVIN

Who Do You Trust?

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

A. THOMAS LEVIN can be reached at Meyer Suozzi English
& Klein, PC, 1505 Kellum Place, P.O. Box 803, Mineola,
N.Y. 11501, or by e-mail at atlevin@nysbar.com.
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control. It is an unfortunate phenomenon of a society
that is paying less and less attention to common mores,
and in which the Golden Rule is given less and less
attention. One would hope, and we should expect, that
our public officials and corporate leaders would engage in
more responsible behavior. Demonizing one’s opponents,
or adherents of differing points of view, may be effective
discourse, but it is destructive of the public order.

Another example of this trend can be found in the
recent decisions by local officials in various cities to
perform marriage ceremonies for same-sex couples. In
New York, we saw mayors, paying no attention whatever
to their oaths of office, performing marriage ceremonies
with full knowledge that the celebrants did not have a
marriage license, and that New York law (DRL § 17)
clearly makes performing a marriage ceremony under
such circumstances a misdemeanor. 

While one can debate whether same-sex marriages
should be permitted, or even whether current law already
permits them, those who believe in the rule of law recog-
nize that we have adequate methods in place to resolve
those issues. People denied a license can seek judicial re-
lief. Officials who believe they should be permitted to
issue such licenses can seek judicial relief. Same-gender
couples married in a venue which permits such cere-
mony, and who seek to have that relationship validated in
another state, can seek judicial relief. 

The accepted means of resolving controversial issues
traditionally has been the courts and the legislative bod-
ies. The rule of law is not enhanced by the narcissistic
behavior of public officials who pander to one point of
view or another, particularly when they are not the ones
who will have to deal with the resulting legal issues. It
is unfortunate that so many officials have sought to
gather attention to themselves, without regard to the
legal difficulties they are creating for those they purport
to have joined together. 

There are those who will argue that this is a form of
civil disobedience, as were the civil rights marches and
sit-ins. And I agree. But I also believe that the rule of law
means that those who disregard the law do so at their
peril, and that they must be prepared to pay the price of
violating the law. It is often overlooked that Henry
David Thoreau, who pioneered the use of civil disobe-
dience to protest laws thought to be unjust, went to jail
for his conduct (at least until a friend paid his fine and
obtained his release, to Thoreau’s dismay).

With all this posturing and rhetoric going on all
about us, it is difficult to find the voice of reason. At
least it is for those who aren’t paying attention to the
New York State Bar Association.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE In the midst of all this controversy, NYSBA has been
steadily moving along, doing its job, looking at the issues
and not the rhetoric, and doing what we do best: promote
the interests of the public and the profession.

Our Special Committee to Review Legal Issues Affect-
ing Same Sex Couples is moving forward with its studies,
and we look forward to the debate over its forthcoming
recommendations. Our Committee on Diversity and
Leadership Development, together with the Committee
on Minorities in the Profession, is leading us forward to
increased diversity in our membership and leadership.
Our Special Committee on Fiduciary Appointments is in
the thick of the fray over further changes in the Part 36
Rules. The Special Committee on the Code of Judicial
Conduct has cut through the rhetoric being flung about
over judicial campaigns, and made eminently reason-
able proposals for regulating campaign conduct. The
Committee on the Jury System has issued its comments
on changes being considered in the ways juries are
selected. The Elder Law Section has spoken out against
proposed changes in the Medicaid laws that would re-
quire middle-income families to dissipate their assets in
order to obtain care for their elderly loved ones. The Pres-
ident’s Committee on Access to Justice is in the forefront
of activity to provide necessary representation to indigent
persons in civil and criminal matters. 

Hundreds of our members are involved in the activities
of these and other committees, and our 23 sections. They
are truly role models for the profession, people who care,
and who give of themselves, to make the legal system
and the lives of our friends and neighbors better. 

If you are not participating in this effort, why not?
Every one of us has an obligation to participate. As
professionals, we enjoy privileges and are privy to
knowledge which give us the unique ability to make a
difference. With those privileges come responsibilities.
Our association offers a myriad of ways in which you
can participate. If you know of ongoing projects of
which you would like to be a part, or if you want to
participate but don’t know how, drop me an e-mail at
president@nysbar.com.

And last, dear member, do you have your free 
nysbar.com e-mail address? Check the Web site,
<www.nysba.org>, for instructions on how to get one.

1. Not that it’s a bad thing. After all, at least one court has
noted that “[i]neptitude . . . is a constitutionally protected
prerogative.” People v. Schoolfield, 196 A.D.2d 111, 608
N.Y.S.2d 413 (1st Dep’t 1994).
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
The puzzles are prepared by J. David Eldridge, a partner at Pachman, Pachman & Eldridge, P.C., in Commack, NY. A

graduate of Hofstra University, he received his J.D. from Touro Law School. (The answers to this puzzle are on page 61.)

23 A spouse suing for divorce must attest
that all steps have been taken to remove
any _______ to remarriage (DRL § 253)

24 The marriage of a brother and sister is
void (under DRL § 5) for being this

26 The person appointed by the court to
care for and maintain the person and
property of another (DRL Article 6)

27 Care and control over a child with 
responsibility to protect

28 No-fault statute empowering a court to
divide marital property evenly regard-
less of title

35 Property acquired during the marriage
is ________

36 Forgiveness and resumption of marital
relations after adultery of one spouse

37 Property owned by one spouse prior to
marriage is _________ from marital assets

38 Agreement often referred to as a 
“pre-nup”

Down
1 One wife at a time, please (DRL § 6)
3 A nice way of describing abandonment

as grounds for divorce (DRL § 220)
6 A child born to unmarried parents
7 Youngest age at which persons may be

married (with parental permission)
9 Resumption of marital relations (usu-

ally after a separation) implying for-
giveness and a “fresh start”

10 What neither client can ever seem to get
enough of

12 Maintenance to one’s spouse may be 
reduced based upon this

13 In most states, it’s the legal union of
one man and one woman

15 What you have to do a lot of with mat-
rimonial clients

16 Nullifies and abolishes a marriage as if
it never existed

18 Legal separation of a husband and wife
(DRL § 170)

21 The non-custodial parent’s right to 
access a child

22 Defined as payments paid to a spouse
at fixed intervals (DRL § 236)

25 The process of determining how much
a couple’s stuff is worth

29 Sexual intercourse between married
person and another not a spouse

30 A spouse’s ________ to pay court-
ordered maintenance is one defense 
to contempt proceeding (DRL § 246)

31 Cruel and _________ treatment as a
ground for divorce (DRL § 170)

32 What wives were sometimes thought of
(a long time ago)

33 The divorcing spouse with the big
bucks is often termed ________

34 A husband or wife
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DRL Refresher, by J. David Eldridge

Across
2 Future _______ capacity
4 Money paid to maintain

and educate an une-
mancipated child
younger than 21 (DRL
§ 236)

5 Both parents share
equally in the responsi-
bility and control of
child’s upbringing
(DRL § 240)

8 Where complaining
spouse has proximately
caused adultery of
other spouse

11 Marriage is a civil
______ between 
consenting adults
(under DRL § 10)

14 Legal process of termi-
nating a child’s rights
and duties towards his
natural parents to be
substituted by new 
parents (DRL Article 7)

17 “_______ of the child.”
A controlling factor
taken into considera-
tion in many areas of
family law (e.g., cus-
tody)

19 Latin word originally
meaning “sustenance”

20 Municipal approval be-
fore marrying requires
you obtain one of these
(under DRL § 13)



Ajudge presiding in New York Supreme Court is
faced with a case in which the plaintiff seems
likely to prevail, and the damages may go into

the millions. The attorney hired by the defendant’s in-
surer says, “Judge, I’m very sorry, but it’s out of my
hands. I am just not authorized to go beyond $50,000.”
Perhaps the attorney adds, “Everything you are saying
makes sense, but the people down in Atlanta [or wher-
ever] have made a different judgment.” 

Can the judge order Apex Insurance Co., which is not
a party in the case, to send an employee with authority
up from its Atlanta offices? Assuming that the judge has
such authority, should the judge do so?

A different case: the plaintiff’s attorney has what the
judge believes to be an overly optimistic view of the
plaintiff’s chances for success, or perhaps an inflated
opinion of the probable damages. If the plaintiff’s attor-
ney would only be a bit more . . . reasonable, the case
would probably settle before the trial begins, with a sub-
stantial savings in court resources.

Should the judge presiding at the pretrial settlement
conference “talk up” the weaknesses of the plaintiff’s
case and the strengths of the defendant’s case in an ef-
fort to bring the plaintiff’s counsel “down to Earth?”
Can (or should) the judge go a bit further, and raise de-
fense arguments or objections that may not have oc-
curred to the defendant’s counsel? Can (or should) the
judge go a bit further still and suggest that, should the
case go to trial, he or she might exclude some of the
plaintiff’s key proof, or might be compelled to dismiss
one of the plaintiff’s damages claims, or might have to
give some harmful jury instruction . . . even though the
judge believes (or knows) that such rulings would be
unlikely? Where does the line between permissible per-
suasion and overbearing tactics lie?

These questions become all the more critical given
that (1) most cases do not actually go to trial; (2) some
observers believe that many of the cases that ultimately
settle during trial or jury selection could have and should
have settled earlier, with consequent savings both to the

litigants and the court system; and (3) there is a great
deal of uncertainty not only about what the conference
judge can do to foster settlement, but also about what
the conference judge should do to foster settlement.

The national figure often bandied about for the per-
centage of cases that settle is 90%,1 and New York is not
materially different. According to figures that will soon
be released by the Office of Court Administration in its
report for calendar year 2002, 76,934 cases settled and
only 7,357 cases went to verdict, meaning that 91.3% of
that universe of cases settled. Of course, this may be
viewed as somewhat misleading – for just as settlements
far outnumber verdicts, dispositions (including dis-
missals and default judgments), far outnumber settle-
ments.2 But the essential point, with which few would
disagree, is that far more cases settle than reach trial.
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“Don’t Come Back Without a Reasonable Offer”
The Extent of, and Limits on,

Court Power to Foster Settlement
Part One – The Theory and Practice of Settlement Before the Court

BY BRIAN J. SHOOT AND CHRISTOPHER T. MCGRATH

BRIAN J. SHOOT is a frequent lecturer
on civil procedure, personal injury
and related legal subjects, and is a
member of the Office of Court Admin-
istration’s Advisory Committee for
Civil Practice. He is a graduate of
Union College and received his J.D.
from New York University School of
Law.

CHRISTOPHER T. MCGRATH is board
certified by the National Board of
Trial Advocacy, and is an instructor of
trial techniques at the Hofstra Univer-
sity School of Law. He is graduate of
St. John’s University and received his
J.D. from the University of Dayton
School of Law.

Both are members of the firm of Sullivan, Papain,
Block, McGrath & Cannavo, P.C., with offices in New
York City and Nassau County.



The second fact of life noted above – that many cases
settle during or after jury selection – has, as mentioned,
drawn the criticism that the delay unnecessarily con-
sumes limited resources (i.e., a jury room and the atten-
tion and time of prospective jurors). These cases, the
critics contend, could have settled days or weeks earlier
at lower cost to the public and the parties. Whether or
not such criticism is valid,3 it is perceived to be true by
some observers and thus triggers the question of
whether judges can and/or should be doing more to set-
tle such cases in advance of jury selection.

Finally, there is the paucity of rules in this key area.
Although New York’s court rules authorize the judge to
order preliminary and pretrial conferences, which may
include consideration of set-
tlement of the action,4 they
do not even begin to detail
what the court can (or cannot)
do to effect that result, nor
even whether the court
should aggressively attempt
to induce/persuade the par-
ties to settle.

All this aside, the litera-
ture and our own anecdotal
experience suggest that there
is substantial disagreement, even among experienced
judges, about the extent to which a trial court should uti-
lize its powers (whatever those powers might be) to pro-
cure a settlement. At one polar extreme, some judges
will say, “I’m all in favor of a settlement, but I’m not
going to haggle with you two. You’ll settle the case, or
you’ll see me at trial.” At the other extreme, some judges
aggressively try to settle each case that comes before
them, and pride themselves on their abilities to dispose
of large numbers of cases in that fashion.

In this context, this first part of our discussion 
considers the arguments for and against settlement per
se, and for and against pro-active judicial involvement
in effecting those settlements. This segment also describes
the various tools and techniques that a conference judge
could potentially employ – some of which are contro-
versial – to pursue settlement aggressively.

Are Settlements the Ideal?
For some, the question of whether having more cases

settle earlier is a good thing is no question at all. It is, in-
stead, an article of faith. Litigation, with its inevitable
delays and its consequent monetary costs, is “bad.” Set-
tlement, as early as is feasible, and as often as possible,
is “good.”

Similarly, the question of whether the modern judge
should actively encourage settlement is, for many
members of the bench and bar, a foregone conclusion.

Indeed, part of what defines the modern judge, as op-
posed to the ivory tower umpires of yesteryear (the
common perception holds), is that today’s judge appre-
ciates arbitration, mediation and the myriad of options
that collectively fall within the umbrella of alternative
dispute resolution.

Yet, while settlement and pro-active judicial involve-
ment in effecting the same are undoubtedly the flavors
of the month, there are cogent arguments on both sides,
and the picture is not nearly as clear as some would
have it.

The three principal arguments in favor of settlement as
a dispute-resolving mechanism (as opposed to disposition
on the merits) are that (1) settlement is cheaper both for

the parties and the court sys-
tem;5 (2) settlement avoids the
all-or-nothing result, with one
side winning and the other
losing, that typically arises
from disposition on the mer-
its;6 and (3) settlement can re-
sult in more creative and more
individualized dispositions.7

The first two arguments in
favor of settlement are clear
enough. Regarding the last

point, we offer the following concrete example from our
own practice. When the states settled their highly publi-
cized suits against the tobacco companies, that settle-
ment required the tobacco companies to pay the states a
great deal of money, but it also contained a number of
non-monetary prohibitions and limitations by which the
tobacco companies agreed to abide.8 For example, the
companies agreed to discontinue the use of cartoon
characters (e.g., Joe Camel) in the advertising or mar-
keting of their products, a commitment that the states
felt was very important in reducing the incidence of
teenage smoking.9 The companies also agreed to a ban
on paid product placements in television, films or the-
aters, a ban on outdoor billboard advertisements, and
various restrictions on industry lobbying activities.10

Although the money the industry paid in settlement
was significantly less than the damages that potentially
could have been imposed if the states had prevailed on
the merits (or else the industry never would have
agreed to settle), the non-monetary relief that was ob-
tained through the settlement was different and greater
than the states could have received from a merits dis-
position. This was so because the companies’ First
Amendment rights effectively dictated that many of the
behavioral limitations described above could be effected
only by agreement.

It is, in this context, hardly surprising that, for some,
settlement is a triumph, and a merits disposition a
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failure. Consider the following, and far from unique,
view espoused by Professor Charles B. Craver:

When a dispute comes to the judge and is resolved in chambers
rather than in the courtroom, everyone involved wins. The
court saves time and money, and the parties have
achieved an agreement that gives each something. They
also may be able to salvage a previously amicable rela-
tionship. While trials tend to produce “win” or “lose” re-
sults, mediation strives for a “win-win” situation.11

There are, however, cogent arguments against settle-
ment as the “ideal” disposition, many of which were
marshaled in Professor Owen M. Fiss’s oft-cited piece,
“Against Settlement.”12 For one thing, if we presume
that “the law” would effect the correct and just disposi-
tion, then the different disposition that arises from set-
tlement is, by definition, less correct and/or less just.
Should we rejoice that a party who did not “deserve”
any recovery at all obtained one through settlement?
Should we be happy that a defendant company that de-
servedly would have had to pay $3 million will instead
pay a fraction of that figure, or that a deserving plaintiff
will be rather poorly compensated because he (or, dare
we say it, his attorney) could not wait for trial, or could
not risk a bad outcome?

This logically leads us to a second criticism of settle-
ment. As Professor Fiss puts it, “the dispute-resolution
story that underlies ADR implicitly asks us to assume a
rough equality between the contending parties. . . . In
truth, however, settlement is also a function of the re-
sources available to each party to finance the litigation,
and those resources are frequently distributed un-
equally.”13

Yet another argument against settlement: the system
needs, we attorneys need, reasoned precedents. Those
cases that ultimately settle do so, at least in part, as a 
result of the parties’ percep-
tion of what would likely
occur if the case did not set-
tle. That perception, in turn,
is fueled and shaped by judi-
cial dispositions and, most
importantly, by appellate
precedents. Without those
precedents, which of course
arise from the cases that do not settle, there would be no
guidelines to use in settling cases.

As matters stand now, and as noted above, approxi-
mately 90% of all cases settle. Should that figure reach
96% or 98%, the argument goes, we would then have an
insufficient population of precedents to fuel the settlement
process, which would then be based on guesswork
and surmise.

For Fiss and those who subscribe to this school 
of thought, settlement is the civil analogue of plea 
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bargaining in criminal cases – perhaps a necessary evil,
but certainly not something to be encouraged or
praised:

I do not believe that settlement as a generic practice is
preferable to judgment or should be institutionalized
on a wholesale and indiscriminate basis. . . . Settlement
is for me the civil analogue of plea bargaining: Consent
is often coerced; the bargain may be struck by someone
without authority; the absence of a trial and judgment
renders subsequent judicial involvement troublesome;
and although dockets are trimmed, justice may not be
done. Like plea bargaining, settlement is a capitulation
to the conditions of mass society and should be neither
encouraged nor praised.

*  *  *
I recognize that judges often announce settlements not
with a sense of frustration or disappointment, as my ac-
count of adjudication might suggest, but with a sigh of
relief. But this sigh should be seen for precisely what it
is: It is not a recognition that a job is done, nor an ac-
knowledgment that a job need not be done because jus-
tice has been secured. It is instead based on another sen-
timent altogether, namely, that another case has been
“moved along,” which is true whether or not justice has
been done or even needs to be done.14

How Involved in Settlement
Should Judges Be?

Whether the judge presiding over a case should be
pro-active15 in attempting to effect settlements is, as
with determining the value of settlement itself, a more
difficult question than it may first appear to be. Of
course, if one asks whether it is better to spend an hour
achieving a disposition that is acceptable to both sides,
in lieu of spending two weeks to obtain a verdict that
would be deemed a great disappointment by one side,
the answer seems self-evident. It is, perhaps, for this rea-

son that some writers, and
judges, so strongly feel that
judges should and must be
pro-active in “persuading”
parties to settle.

Consider U.S. District
Court Judge Harold Baer
Jr.’s recent article on the sub-
ject.16 Judge Baer strongly
supports mediation in his

own cases as a process that poses “the possibility of a
creative resolution, something more and different than
dollars.”17 He recognizes that there are some who argue
it is unethical for a judge to mediate a case that appears
on his or her own docket, and also acknowledges
“[o]ther criticism that suggests that mediation is just a
way to slough off cases in order to clear dockets that

Should we rejoice that a party 
who did not “deserve”
any recovery at all obtained 
one through settlement?



have grown unmanageable.”18 However, the judge re-
sponds to the first charge as one that “comes primarily
from academics (who frequently possess little practice
experience)”19 and the second allegation as being “the
product of minds without practical experience.”20

Yet, while it may seem obviously better to spend the
hour and settle on terms acceptable to both, rather than
the two weeks at trial that ultimately disappoints one
side, the choice becomes much less clear on closer in-
spection.

For one thing, the savings of court time and resources
is hardly self-evident. Yes, an hour spent settling a case
is less costly than two weeks trying the case to verdict,
but wouldn’t such a case likely settle anyway, if not that
day then the next, without the judge’s intervention? If
so, the savings were less than initially supposed, and the
court’s involvement might have made little or no differ-
ence to the outcome, apart from hastening it.

Further, if one is to assess
the overall impact upon the
system, one must count not
only those cases that settle,
but also those cases in which
the judge spends the hour at-
tempting to settle the case,
fails to do so, and the case
goes to verdict anyway. In
order for pro-active settle-
ment techniques to improve
the efficiency of the system, the time and effort saved in
successfully settling cases must exceed the time and ef-
fort consumed in unsuccessfully attempting to settle
cases. And, at least at this juncture, there seems to be lit-
tle empirical evidence that this is generally so.21

It also is not clear, at least not to us, that studies con-
ducted in other jurisdictions are necessarily applicable
to New York practice. Indeed, when one reads about
what certain out-of-state judges have done to settle cer-
tain cases, it is difficult to even imagine such events oc-
curring in this state. 

To illustrate: Professor Menkel-Meadows wrote
about “one well-documented case” in which the “judge
arranged several days of cocktail parties and country
club dining to encourage a meeting of counsel in a com-
plex case.”22 We presume that the incident occurred, and
even presume that there must have been other similar
episodes in which the trial judge went off the beaten
path to settle a case. Yet here in New York, a state in
which a judge in certain downstate counties may have
80 to 100 motions to resolve on any given motion day, a
state in which some judges must wait months to get a

working wall clock in their courtroom, such stories are
absurdist fantasy.

Quite apart from concerns about whether pro-active
involvement in settlement discussions really constitutes
an efficient use of the judge’s time, there are numerous
other reasons why some judges prefer to adhere to their
more traditional roles, and why some attorneys prefer
that they do so. For one thing, the ethical rules govern-
ing judicial conduct are extremely vague, raising, at
least in the minds of some, sharp questions about
whether some of the more aggressive settlement tech-
niques, discussed below, violate ethical norms.23

More concretely, some critics may argue “that the
trial judge’s new role, that of case manager instead of
neutral arbiter, may result in a loss of the impartiality
that has always been the hallmark of the trial judge.”24

The fear is that the judge, whether from being influ-
enced by an argument advanced in settlement, or by
chagrin directed at the party (or attorney) whose per-
ceived intransigence made the trial necessary, may end

up leaning toward one side
rather than another.

To be sure, some of these
concerns are not unique to
the settlement process; a
judge may have instead been
influenced by reading/re-
solving a prior motion or by
some earlier experience with
an attorney in the case. How-
ever, an aggravating factor

that distinguishes the concerns flowing from settlement
discussions from others is that “much of the information
disclosed to a judge during pretrial proceedings is im-
parted ex parte, and thus deprives the opposing party of
the opportunity to hear it and challenge its validity.”25

The worry is not only that the judge may consciously or
otherwise favor one party over another before a word of
proof has been heard, but may do so on the basis of mis-
leading allegations and/or inadmissible facts that the
adversary would have had no way of knowing were
even advanced, much less have had an opportunity to
answer.26

There are, to be sure, responses to such concerns.
Most obviously, judges are not supposed to penalize par-
ties for failure to settle. Additionally, judges routinely
and unavoidably consider claims and documents that
may be wholly inadmissible, and yet are expected to
thereafter render decisions based upon the law and the
proof. Judge Baer adds that, while it is hard to “categor-
ically” state that a judge will never “inflict his wrath . . .
on the party he believes kept him from reaching closure
. . . it seems to me that such a judge would likely take
sides at some stage of the litigation anyway.”27
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Finally, and quite aside from any question of effi-
ciency or ethics, the reality is that while some judges
genuinely enjoy aggressively settling cases and believe
themselves to be good at it, “[s]ome judges believe that
involvement in settlement tarnishes their position and
that they were appointed (or elected) to adjudicate, not
to arbitrate or mediate.”28 Put bluntly, some judges feel
that they became a judge in order to be “a judge,” not
a middle management executive in the business of
moving cases.

These, in any event, are the main arguments for and
against encouragement of settlement and for and
against pro-active judicial encouragement of settle-
ments, as gleaned from literature that, in the main,
arises from and relates to federal court experience and
practice. Yet, the fact is that the New York State judges
carry caseloads that go so far beyond their federal
brethren and so far beyond the caseloads typically car-
ried by judges in less populous and less litigious states
as to significantly alter the analysis in multiple respects.
No judge sitting in Supreme Court in any downstate
county has the luxury of arranging several days of
“country club dining” to settle a particular case on 
the calendar. And, while the calendar may not be as 
burdensome in some upstate locales, we somehow
suspect that few if any New York cases have settled in
court-initiated discussions at the local country club.

There are, nonetheless, three conclusions that are
probably just as valid in New York as they are anywhere. 

First, as in other jurisdictions, New York has some
judges who are very “active” in effecting settlements
and others who are less so, and this will likely continue
to be the case for a variety of reasons.

Second, although the foregoing has compared judges
who actively seek settlements with those who do not,
such a comparison is an over-simplifica-
tion. In reality, an individual judge may
actively seek settlement in one case that
the judge perceives is likely to settle with
a little “push,” but may make little effort
to settle another case that the judge per-
ceives as unlikely to settle.

Finally, while one suspects that there
will always be some judges who are less
sanguine and enthusiastic about the ac-
tive pursuit of settlements, it is likely
true that in New York, just as elsewhere,
the trend towards pro-active involve-
ment is increasing.29

The “Arsenal” a Court Might Use
To Foster Settlement of Cases 

Assuming that the judge has decided
that she or he will attempt to “encourage”

the parties to settle their case, a wide range of options – or,
if you will, weapons – may be at the judge’s disposal.

Few attorneys would take umbrage with most of the
techniques and strategies that Professor Charles B.
Craver advocated in his piece titled “Mediation Tech-
niques Every Judge Needs to Master.”30 He advises that
the best time to broker a settlement is “[s]hortly before
the scheduled trial date,” when the “immediacy of the
approaching trial date induces most attorneys and their
clients to acknowledge that increasing financial and
psychological pressures militate in favor of a nonadju-
dicated resolution of their controversy,” and when “op-
posing counsel have become sufficiently familiar with
the relevant legal doctrines and operative facts to ratio-
nally assess the overall circumstances.”31

Professor Craver advises the judge/mediator to “be
an ‘active listener.’”32 “Litigants should have an oppor-
tunity to articulate their respective positions without
significant interruption” and “[f]ull disclosure may be
promoted through nonjudgmental but emphatic inter-
jections such as ‘I understand,’ ‘I see,’ ‘I understand
how you feel,’ ‘um hum,’ etc.”33 Craver observes:

This can be an important cathartic process, permitting
both sides to fully express their underlying feelings and
beliefs in a relatively sympathetic atmosphere. The 
mediator is actively listening to their situation, and the
opposing side is finally being compelled to understand
the other side of the controversy.34

Craver explains that parties are “encouraged to for-
mulate solutions that could not be achieved through ad-
judication.”35 Counsel may also be asked to summarize
the other side’s position, just to be sure that counsel has
listened to and understands that position.36
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Craver recognizes and advocates clear limits to what
the judge should do when acting as a mediator, how-
ever. He states that the judge should never use “any
tactics which might undermine lawyer or public confi-
dence in the legal process,” for the “short-term benefit
from the use of questionable conciliation techniques
would not outweigh the loss of respect for the judicial
system such disreputable conduct would be likely to en-
gender.”37 More specifically, “[i]t is never appropriate to
employ deliberately deceptive
tactics to take advantage of
some unsuspecting party.”38

“Trial or motion judges who
participate in settlement dis-
cussions should never make
pretrial or trial rulings that
are primarily intended to in-
crease settlement pressure on
recalcitrant litigants. Nor
should they ever give parties
the impression that they
might take inappropriately
adverse action if greater con-
cessions are not forthcoming
from an intransigent litigant.”39

Yet, there are judges who routinely cross the bound-
aries drawn by Professor Craver. And there are those
who would object to at least some of the techniques/rou-
tines Craver advocates. For example, Craver states that
“clients should normally be required to attend the for-
mal settlement conference so the mediator can ascertain
their expectations and ‘enlighten’ them when neces-
sary,”40 a feature that does not enjoy universal approval.
Craver also advocates separate sessions with opposing
sides if the initial joint meeting has proved ineffective,
albeit with the caveat that “separate sessions would
most likely be unproductive . . . if one side is really 
opposed to this technique.”41 That too takes us one or
more steps beyond the kindly, understanding figure
who merely punctuates counsel’s point with an occa-
sional “I see.”

In a 1980 survey of 963 lawyers and judges, the re-
spondents identified 70 different judicial settlement
techniques that they had observed or used.42 “The
seventy techniques ranged from talking with both
lawyers together about the settlement to more coer-
cive techniques such as penalizing or threatening a
lawyer for a refusal to settle.”43 The interesting part is
this: of those 70 techniques that the respondents had
claimed to have used or seen used, 17 were judged 
to be unethical by 40% or more of the respondents.44

The 17 techniques that were viewed as unethical are
as follows:

1. giving advice to the lawyer with the weaker case;

2. speaking personally with the client to persuade the
client to accept a settlement offer;

3. coercing lawyers to settle;
4. siding with the stronger party to force agreement;
5. penalizing the client for the attorney’s actions;
6. delaying ruling to the disadvantage of the stronger

side;
7. giving favorable rulings to the lawyer with the

weaker case;
8. forcing the client to ex-

plain to the judge why he or
she will not accept the settle-
ment;

9. penalizing a lawyer for
not settling (e.g., with dis-
missal or mistrial);

10. relaying information to
and from the client;

11. giving information to
the lawyer with the weaker
case;

12. threatening the lawyer
for not settling (e.g., with dis-
missal or mistrial);

13. threatening to declare a mistrial if a decision is not
rendered by a certain time during the time the jury is de-
liberating;

14. discussing an attorney’s recalcitrance with a se-
nior member of the attorney’s firm;

15. transferring the case to another district on the day
of the trial, to force settlement rather than to have the
trial far away;

16. threatening to discuss an attorney’s recalcitrance
with a senior member of the attorney’s firm; and

17. ordering the defendant to pay the settlement fig-
ure to charity instead of to the plaintiff.

In reviewing this list of settlement techniques that
survey respondents deemed questionable, it is obvious
that some of them were phrased/labeled in a fashion
likely to earn disapproval, and that the turn of a word
here and there might make the tool far more palatable.
For example, while few would say that it is proper or
appropriate for the judge to coerce lawyers to settle (#3
above) or to threaten a lawyer or party with adverse con-
sequences should they fail to settle the case (#12 above),
the techniques might seem far less forbidding if we
characterize them as persuading the lawyers to settle and
logically detailing the consequences that might arise from
a failure to settle.

To the extent that the list is supposed to represent
those settlement techniques that at least some judges
employ at some times, but that some attorneys (or
judges) would deem unethical, inappropriate or ques-
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tionable, the list is also incomplete. Most notably, the list
does not include the technique discussed in the first
paragraph of this article. That is, the list does not in-
clude the technique of directing a non-party insurance
carrier to attend and/or participate.

With these caveats, however, the list above can cer-
tainly serve as an illustrative, albeit somewhat loaded,
collection of some of the debatable techniques that a
judge could potentially employ in an effort to broker a
settlement.

Next issue: The extent to which New York’s court
rules, and the court’s “inherent authority” to manage lit-
igation, empowers a judge to foster settlement, and
some suggested guidelines and limits on the judicial
role in settlement.
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A s little as a decade ago, most law office operations
relied on paper-based, “low-tech” methods –
paper memorandums, paper documents in filing

cabinets, paper meeting notes, paper communication.
Some firms had begun to assign computers and e-mail ac-
counts to a handful of “tech-savvy” practitioners, but there
was still a great reluctance to change the way that the legal
industry had been accustomed to doing business. 

For the most part, the same could be said of the
corporate atmosphere. Electronic discovery was not a
familiar term to the average litigator or in-house counsel. 

Today’s corporate and law firm atmosphere could
not be more different. Virtually every mode of docu-
mentation and communication has become electronic –
e-mail, word processing software, laptops, faxes, data-
bases, spreadsheets. No longer do clients store the vast
majority of documents in a filing cabinet. In fact, 7 in 10
corporate documents are stored electronically, and almost
100% of all documents are created electronically.1

Keeping step with the proliferation of technology in
the workplace, legal discovery has also added an “e”
factor: e-discovery. In recognition of the reality that the
vast majority of business is conducted electronically,
lawyers now routinely seek production of their oppo-
nents’ electronic data, and judges more frequently issue
electronic document preservation orders. As a result,
producing parties must develop and implement a plan
to collect, analyze, categorize and produce e-mail,
word-processed documents, spreadsheets, database
information and more, in the most efficient and accurate
manner. 

What do the rules say with regard to electronic evi-
dence? What is the optimal method for pursuing dis-
covery of electronic documents? What will the court and
opposing parties expect from you and your clients?
How can technology help? This article addresses these
questions and provides a roadmap for dealing with
discovery of electronic documents. 

Step 1: What Is Electronic Discovery?
Electronic documents include information created on

an individual’s computer using a word processor or
stored and shared with others on the company’s “file

server.” In working with the client’s staff, counsel will
find that data is commonly located on individual
desktops and laptops, network hard drives, removable
media (e.g., floppy discs, tapes and CDs) and, increas-
ingly, personal digital assistants (e.g., Palm Pilots and
Blackberries). 

But in the case of electronic data, all is not as simple as
it appears. E-data can exist in a myriad of different forms
and places that are not so obvious – a company’s old
archive tapes that have long since been forgotten, an exec-
utive’s handheld electronic organizer and mobile phone,
and the memory in a fax machine that stores received data
that cannot be printed immediately, such as when it runs
out of paper. Data may also be in the possession of third
parties, such as Internet service providers, and on the
computer systems of other peripherally involved entities. 

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and case law2

specifically require the disclosure of “data compila-
tions” (which is understood to include all forms of 
e-data, such as electronic files, databases and e-mails)
following a full investigation of the case. This imposes
a duty on attorneys to: 

• Determine whether electronic data might be a le-
gitimate part of the case.
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• Implement strategic e-discovery plans, including
identifying, locating, retrieving, preserving and
authenticating electronic evidence.

• Identify the most cost-effective means for 
responding to electronic discovery requests with
minimum disruption to ongoing business opera-
tions of the client.

• Develop strategic plans for dealing with infor-
mation technology systems and data of the client,
the opposing party and third parties.

• Develop and implement data preservation plans.
• Formulate responses and objections to inter-

rogatories and requests for production. 
• Produce responsive documents to the opposing

party, court or agency.

Step 2: Collecting the Data
After identifying the data sought and locating

where it resides, counsel must collect the data for
review. 

It was common practice in the recent past for a
partner responding to a discovery request to send a
team of associates into a client’s offices to copy and
collect documents from the key users or “document
custodians” who were likely to possess relevant
materials. On average, 30,000 to 50,000 documents
would be collected. This process was a feat, but not
unconquerable. If the opposing party was ex-
tremely aggressive in pursuing e-mail and electronic
documents, it was also commonplace to instruct the
producing party to print those documents as well.
Again, this was a feat, but not unconquerable as
long as there were not that many documents or
e-mail messages. 

When working with electronic evidence today,
the reality is that instead of 30,000 documents, 3
million documents are more likely, and printing
them can prove most challenging. This increase can
be explained by several factors, perhaps the most
dominant being that electronic file storage is rela-
tively inexpensive, especially in comparison with
paper. Archiving millions of documents translates
into the cost of printing all of those pages, organiz-
ing and placing them into boxes, and then finding
physical space for long-term storage, such as in a
warehouse. 

If those millions of documents are in electronic
form, they can be stored on a single tape the size of
the palm of your hand. One 15 gigabyte computer
hard drive contains approximately 1.25 to 1.5 mil-
lion pages of documents. One 36 gigabyte network
hard drive contains approximately 2.7 to 3.6 million
pages, and most corporate enterprises have thou-
sands of such hard drives this size or larger. 
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Practice Points: 
Defining the Scope of 
Electronic Discovery

At the beginning of any e-discovery project, counsel
must define the scope of the project. Consider the
following questions:

• What type of information is involved?
• What does the litigation team intend to do with

the information once it is accessed? Do you want to
simply look at the documents or are the relevant docu-
ments going to be produced to an opposing party,
court or government agency? 

• Do you want to be able to perform searches on the
documents?  

• How will the documents be reviewed for respon-
siveness and privilege? 

• What are the deadlines for completing the discovery
review?

Opening and printing this many documents is simply
not feasible. In some cases, especially regarding elec-
tronic files, such conduct can even result in spoliation of
evidence if any of a document’s content or its valuable
“metadata” is altered. Metadata is information about a
document or “the data about the data,” which is typi-
cally saved automatically within a document. Examples
include information about who created a file, the date it
was created and when it was last modified. For e-mail
messages, header information typically includes who
sent the e-mail, the list of the addressees and the date it
was sent. 

Step 3: Filtering the Data
In most cases, it makes sense to keep the data in an

electronic format. It can be searched more quickly and
efficiently, it can be branded easily with Bates numbers
or other information, it can be redacted and annotated,
and it can be catalogued and reorganized for produc-
tion, depositions or trial.

E-discovery experts, the firm’s litigation support
department or the client’s information technology de-
partment can create copies of the data without making
any alterations and place it in a central storage location.
Not every electronic document found within the files
retrieved from a document custodian or on backup
tapes is responsive or relevant to a discovery request,
however. E-discovery filtering engines can be used to
scan the data, eliminating the “jokes, recipes and spam”
from the potentially responsive files and e-mails. 

Some basic commercially available e-discovery filter-
ing engines can be used by the firm’s litigation support



department or the client’s information technology staff.
For large amounts of data or complicated types of data,
however, the most efficient strategy is likely to be to seek
the help of an e-discovery expert’s proprietary filtering
technology. Such proprietary technology can narrow the
universe of data down to a smaller, more manageable set
by providing enhanced options to better define a more
complex but precise filtering process, such as:

• Limiting the universe of data to only those key
individuals involved in the case.

• Limiting the universe of data to documents with
specified file attributes, such as whether documents
contain certain keywords, are of certain document types
or were created or last accessed within a specified date
range, etc.

• Removing or flagging documents, e-mail, and at-
tachments by keyword searching for relevancy and
privilege.

• Removing duplicate documents from the initial
review and repopulating the collection for the final
production. 

• Removing extremely large files and reviewing for
relevancy in the file’s “native” format. 

• Eliminating blank pages.
• Limiting spreadsheet and database files to a certain

number of pages per tab or table.

Step 4: Review Options
After the data on the hard drives, backup tapes and

servers has been gathered and culled using filtering
technologies, the coordinating attorney must determine
the data format for the internal review and contemplate
the next step – the production to the court, governmental
agency and/or opposing party. In most cases, two options
are available for review – paper and electronic. 

Paper review If a paper review is chosen, the elec-
tronic documents are printed. It is important that counsel
verify that each document’s metadata is printed to a slip-
sheet or cover sheet in front of the document or is
branded to the document as an overlay on the corners of
the document. If this does not take place, valuable infor-
mation about the document (such as size and modifica-
tion dates) and e-mail (such as “bcc” recipients and at-
tachments) could be lost because this information is not
printed when the “print” button is pushed. 

Counsel also needs to ensure that the team handling
the printing can process the volume of documents that
potentially will need to be produced. If the e-discovery
is performed by an electronic evidence expert, pay spe-
cial attention to ensure that the expert does not hand off
the printing duties to a third party, which diminishes
the client’s flexibility and control over the project.

Electronic review The other option when reviewing
documents for responsiveness or privilege is using some
type of litigation support software or Web-based docu-
ment repository. Using an electronic reviewing option is
becoming more appealing for litigators faced with elec-
tronic document production, because it typically provides
greater flexibility and efficiency than paper. 

Such a review generally occurs in three ways: 
(1) looking at a collection of “loose” electronic files in
their “native” format on a CD-ROM or DVD; (2) using a
local database (such as Summation or Concordance); or
(3) via an online document review repository – a Web-
based database into which the data files have been
loaded, usually after they have been converted to a
standard file format for viewing, categorization and
searching. 

Although an electronic review may be conducted ex-
clusively in one of these three general formats, all three
are frequently used in varying degrees when appropriate
and optimal. For example, are there documents that
should be viewed in their native format? Will the data
be imported into a localized litigation support system
(i.e., Concordance, Summation, etc.) that is not Web-
based? Should the trial team consider entering the data
into an e-discovery expert’s online electronic document
repository? Each of these approaches is discussed in the
following sections. 
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Choosing a Database
For Litigation Support

When choosing a litigation support database, asking
the following questions can help to assure that the final
selection is capable of meeting a firm’s needs:

• How is the data imported into the litigation
support database?

• What file formats and e-mail formats can the
litigation support database handle?

• How much data can the litigation support data-
base handle?

• Are the documents’ metadata and text formatting
preserved? 

• Are the documents searchable? Are the attach-
ments searchable?

• Can the documents be placed into responsive,
non-responsive, privileged and other categories?

• Can the documents be redacted, highlighted,
annotated, etc.?

• Does the in-house support have sufficient resources
to handle a database of this nature and size?



“Native review,” the process of examining
documents in the electronic file format that was
used to create them, generally has the following
disadvantages:

• Data must be viewed using the original software
application, including the proper version of the soft-
ware. When more than one person (or hundreds of
people, as is often the case) is conducting the review,
the correct applications must be purchased and
loaded on every machine used for document re-
viewing. This means that the firm needs to pay for
and install dozens of applications (e.g., MS Word,
MS Outlook, MS Excel, WordPerfect, etc.) and all of
the corresponding versions (97, 2000, XP, 2003, v3.0,
v4.0, etc.) simply to begin the review. 

• Searches across a native document universe
are relatively slow and unwieldy. For example,
using the “search” feature in Microsoft XP or the
“look for” feature in MS Outlook can be rather “hit
and miss” depending on the search parameters
selected. Such features usually do not search e-mail
attachments as well. Locating and viewing keywords
sought typically requires opening each document
in its native application and then searching to find
the instances of each keyword. Metadata searching
may also be significantly limited or inefficient – as
opposed to stripping out the metadata into a
searchable database, as is done in most other elec-
tronic review methods.

• With native file review there is a high potential
for altering the native files. For example, word pro-
cessing programs typically store “last modified”
and “last accessed” dates in each document’s meta-
data. The simple act of opening the file for review,
even when no changes are made, will likely change
the document’s last accessed date, compromising
the authenticity of the document. 

• Going from review to production may not be a
simple, transparent process. Because native file ap-
plications were not built for e-document review,
some of the standard functionality built into an 
online repository, such as creating redactions and
annotations, is not available. Bates number overlays
also cannot be placed on native files. 

The strengths of the native review option gener-
ally include the following:

• There is a potential for cost savings. The pro-
ducing party does not have to pay for conversion of
the data to a common file format (e.g., .tiff, .pdf, etc.).

• Native documents appear exactly as they ap-
peared to the custodian who created and main-
tained them. 

• Reviewers can see all of the application’s hid-
den features, such as spreadsheet formulas, tracked
changes and links between documents, which might
be lost when converting to a standard file format.

Native Review: Weaknesses and Strengths

Native review Native data refers to documents still
in the original file format used to create them (i.e., the
specific software application that was used). For exam-
ple, a native Microsoft Word file is a file in .doc format.
The file extension “.doc” at the end of the “file name” on
the computer tells the computer that the document is in
Microsoft Word format. This Microsoft Word file can
only be opened, viewed or modified in Microsoft Word
or a compatible program to which it can be converted
(such as another word processing program that can un-
derstand Microsoft Word files).

When files are reviewed in their native formats,
they are typically copied from the hard drive of the
person who created them to a CD-ROM or DVD and
the attorneys doing the review use the same software.
In this case, the native document is not processed or
converted to a standard file type such as .tiff or .pdf. in
order to facilitate viewing, review or production. 

One of the emerging debates in the legal community
on the topic of e-discovery is whether electronic docu-
ments and e-mail should be converted to a “uniform”
format (such as a .tiff – “tagged image file format” – best
thought of as a picture or image of the original docu-
ment) or whether they should be kept in their native for-
mat for document review and production. This decision,
which often occurs at the beginning of an e-discovery
project, can affect almost every aspect of the e-discovery
process – preservation, metadata, searchability and cost.

Some believe that reviewing native files as a whole is
somehow more holistic, or that it offers some “special”
information, or that it is more cost-effective than review-
ing documents converted to .tiff or .pdf – perhaps be-
cause the files are reviewed exactly as they were created
and no data conversion is needed. A select group of file
types such as spreadsheets are more conducive to native
review, e.g., Microsoft Excel worksheets, because hidden
cells, formulas and calculations may not be visible using
other software or methods.
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Others believe that conversion of files to a uniform
format is the best choice because it allows the lawyer all
of the advantages of high-speed processing technology,
and there is no need to have “native” applications on
every computer used in the review. The general pool of
files may be best reviewed in a common file type, while
spreadsheets represent an exception that can be easily
isolated. In short, many believe that document conver-
sion is the fastest and most inexpensive method for nar-
rowing down thousands and millions of electronic doc-
uments for review and ultimately for finding and
producing responsive documents. (See the box on page
22 for a detailed examination of the weaknesses and
strengths of native review.)

Litigation support databases Litigation support
databases (i.e., Concordance, Summation, etc.) are very
common today. These programs are localized (meaning
they run on individual machines and are not Web-
based) and were designed for managing and organizing
documents in litigation. 

Since the e-document explosion, most of these pro-
grams have added some basic electronic discovery ca-
pabilities. Attorneys should work closely with their
firm’s information technology and litigation support
staffs to determine whether their litigation support
database can handle the e-discovery tasks associated
with the case at hand. 

Online repositories Electronic document repositories
represent the most modern document management and
review tools. With these software programs, reviewers
remotely access their documents via a secure Internet
connection and review each document file by file. 

The files must be converted to a standard file format
or undergo some sort of text extraction in order for the
documents to be placed into a Web-based tool with
searching capabilities. Each page of a document is
placed into a database after being converted into two
separate components: (1) a graphic image (such as a .tiff,
.pdf or .jpg format) that is able to be viewed in a stan-
dard browser, along with (2) an accompanying file that
contains the text and metadata for each page.

In deciding which 
approach is the most
cost-effective for a partic-
ular case, counsel should
compare the total cost of
the native review or liti-
gation support database
review with the total
cost quoted by an elec-
tronic evidence expert,
including the data load
and hosting charges as-
sociated with the online

repository effort. One of the concerns associated with
converted file review is cost, given that an electronic ev-
idence expert using proprietary conversion technology
is usually needed to complete the work. Nevertheless,
studies show that searching, viewing, classifying and
marking data electronically saves time and money.3 The
ability to conduct more efficient and effective reviews
in conjunction with the benefits of Bates numbering,
automatic log creation and transparent overlays for
production (e.g., redactions) translates into lower costs
at the end of an engagement as well as the ability to
provide superior attorney work product.

Step 5: Production Options
Once the review is complete and all documents have

been identified as responsive, non-responsive, privi-
leged, or the like, counsel must focus on producing the
responsive documents to the opposing party, court or
government. 

The two main questions that must be addressed at
this stage are: In what format will the documents need
to be produced? And, will the court, opposing party or
government accept documents in an electronic format?
These questions are best addressed by counsel long before
the document review ever begins, typically at some of the
first discovery planning conferences with the opposing
party or court.

Although past custom has generally been to produce
documents to the opponent in paper, it is generally ac-
cepted that production in electronic format may be de-
manded when available.4 Given the fact that an over-
whelming majority of corporate documents now exist in
electronic form, production in electronic format should
not come as a surprise to counsel. It is important that the
requesting party make a strategic decision with regard
to the format in which the data should be delivered, es-
pecially in light of the considerations described above
concerning the ability to conduct an effective review of
the evidence received.   

The producing party also needs to carefully consider
the format for production early in the evidentiary
process. If a native format is agreed upon by the parties,
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issues may exist concerning how to deal with files that
contain privileged information, because redaction of
portions of native files is not available. It is good practice
to have a discussion with the law firm’s litigation sup-
port manager or e-discovery expert early in the discov-
ery process about the production options available at
the end of an engagement.

Conclusion
Now more than ever, attorneys are finding that a

basic understanding of technology (and in some cases
thorough computer proficiency) is essential to litigate a

matter effectively. No longer can parties or their counsel
claim to be unaware of digital data. Instead, judges are
expecting e-savvy litigators in their halls of justice. 

The bottom line: e-discovery presents new challenges
for today’s litigator. The good news is that the problem
is not unconquerable. Litigators have several options for
dealing with electronic documents and e-mail. The chal-
lenges that must be addressed are understanding the
process and options, and then finding the most appro-
priate, cost-effective solution for each particular case.
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Selecting a Repository
For Electronic Data

In selecting a repository for electronic data, the fol-
lowing features and questions should be considered:

• Speed – Look for a software package that pro-
vides for speedy document viewing. How many sec-
onds does it take to log on to the system? How many
seconds does it take to navigate between documents
in the system?

• Security – The data review repository should
handle all security issues. How are the documents
protected against interception by someone else on the
World Wide Web? 

• Ease of Use – The software’s graphical user in-
terface (GUI) should be easy to use. The layout
should be familiar (i.e., similar to a common word
processing or e-mail system such as Microsoft Office)
and simple to navigate to the commonly used func-
tionalities. What does the program’s GUI look like?
How many hours of training are necessary before the
review team can begin looking at documents? 

• All-inclusive Software – Can standard software
be used, such as Microsoft’s Internet Explorer? Must
any additional software or licenses be purchased 
before the review begins? Are there any hidden costs
associated with the review? 

• Robust Functionality – These systems are con-
stantly changing, offering the customer more ad-
vanced features and functionality. Does the reposi-
tory offer note-taking? Highlighting? Redactions?
Redaction coding? Privilege log creation? More?

• Searching – Being able to search the database
of documents is one main advantage of keeping doc-
uments in an electronic format. How does the repos-
itory’s searching work? Can the metadata be
searched? Are notes and comments searchable? Is
advanced searching (conceptual searching or fuzzy
searching) available? 

FOUNDATION MEMORIALS

Afitting and lasting tribute to a deceased lawyer
can be made through a memorial contribution to

The New York Bar Foundation. This highly appropriate
and meaningful gesture on the part of friends and 
associates will be felt and appreciated by the family of
the deceased.

Contributions may be made to The New York Bar
Foundation, One Elk Street, Albany, New York 12207,
stating in whose memory it is made. An officer of the
Foundation will notify the family that a contribution
has been made and by whom, although the amount of
the contribution will not be specified.

All lawyers in whose name contributions are made
will be listed in a Foundation Memorial Book main-
tained at the New York State Bar Center in Albany. In
addition, the names of deceased members in whose
memory bequests or contributions in the sum of $1,000
or more are made will be permanently inscribed on a
bronze plaque mounted in the Memorial Hall facing
the handsome courtyard at the Bar Center.



The doctrine of unconscionability presents unique
challenges for the draftsperson of any type of matri-
monial agreement. Unconscionability issues affect

what goes into and what is left out of the prenuptial agree-
ment, the separation agreement and the stipulation of 
settlement as well as any amendments or modifications. 

The rules governing actual application are unique to
the different types of agreements encountered in the
matrimonial law practice. An understanding of these
complexities is essential to assuring that agreements
withstand challenges based on the doctrine. The impli-
cations are far-reaching, even extending to circum-
stances involving gay and lesbian unions not otherwise
recognized by New York law. 

Overview
The theory of unconscionability is rooted in the

common law and is incorporated into the statutory
schemes governing marriages and divorce. In the eyes
of the common law:

[An] unconscionable bargain has been regarded as one
“such as no [person] in his [or her] senses and not
under delusion would make on the one hand, and as no
honest and fair [person] would accept on the other”
(Hume v. United States, 132 US 406, 411), the inequality
being “so strong and manifest as to shock the conscience
and confound the judgment of any [person] of common
sense” (Mandel v. Liebman, 303 NY 88, 94).1

The traditional method of making determinations
about unconscionability is rooted in the common law
analysis of commercial contracts. In the commercial
environment, courts evaluate both procedural and sub-
stantive factors:

1. Procedural unconscionability is about the circum-
stances surrounding the negotiation and execution of an
agreement. 

2. Substantive unconscionability is about the operation
of a given term. 
The vast majority of cases hold that both forms of uncon-
scionability must be involved for equity to intervene.2

Traditional common law also requires that a contract
term be evaluated in light of the circumstances that 

existed when the agreement was entered into, and it
bars any consideration of changes in circumstances in
the interval between contractual inception and a peti-
tion for relief in equity.3 These rules are cast against a
backdrop that requires accountability for agreeing to
any set of terms and permits equitable intervention only
when there is a risk that the integrity of the contracting
process will be undermined. 

By contrast, matrimonial agreements of all types
involve a relationship in which society has vested in-
terests that go beyond a desire to preserve the integrity
of the contract process. At the very least, the state has
an interest in the statutory obligations assumed when
people marry and an interest in discouraging contrac-
tual arrangements that might render a contracting
party a ward of the state. With these interests in mind
the New York Domestic Relations Law ensures contin-
uing jurisdiction over matrimonial agreements of all
types4 and permits consideration of an application for
modification based on a showing of extreme hardship
on either party.5 In addition, the Domestic Relations
Law also mandates procedural safeguards in the form
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of mandatory disclosure with the result that the inquiry
about unconscionability is limited to a great degree to
just the substantive side of the equation.6

Specifically, in New York, matrimonial agreements
operate in the statutory setting of § 236 of the Domestic
Relations Law (DRL)7 and § 5-311 of the General Oblig-
ations Law (GOL).8

DRL § 236B(3) permits contractual arrangements
dealing with four areas of interest to the draftsperson:

1. testamentary dispositions and waivers of the right
of election;

2. ownership, division or distribution of separate and
marital property;

3. spousal maintenance; and 
4. custody, care, education and maintenance of children

of a marriage.
Only one portion of DRL § 236B(3), the subsection

dealing with spousal maintenance, mentions uncon-
scionability. It requires that all terms involving the
amount and duration of maintenance be fair and rea-
sonable when the agreement
is made and not uncon-
scionable at the time of entry
of final judgment. These 
conditions are substantive in
nature – i.e., they speak to the
operation of the terms of the
agreement on the parties.

The maintenance provi-
sion directs that such terms
must comply with the man-
dates of GOL § 5-311. That statute provides, in part, that
contracts for support cannot be structured so as to cause
either or both parties to become incapable of self-sup-
port so as to become a public charge.

DRL § 236B(3)(2), which grants parties the right to
make provision for the ownership, division or distribu-
tion of any property, makes no mention of uncon-
scionability.9 This does not mean that the doctrine is 
inapplicable. DRL § 236 was adopted in 1980. Three
years earlier, the Court of Appeals decided Christian v.
Christian,10 which holds that agreements for the division
of any property are subject to the traditional doctrine
because such agreements

. . . unlike ordinary business contracts, involve a fidu-
ciary relationship requiring the utmost of good faith.
There is a strict surveillance of all transactions between
married persons, especially separation agreements.11

In short, it appears that DRL § 236B(3)(2) authorizes
property settlement agreements, while Christian and its
progeny subject those agreements to scrutiny pursuant
to the traditional application of the doctrine of uncon-
scionability at common law.12 This perspective is consis-

tent with the concerns of the state that a property settle-
ment agreement could result in the impoverishment of
one of the parties.

But for all that these statutes do accomplish, they 
do not define what is meant by an “unconscionable”
agreement. Courts are charged with making that 
determination on a case-by-case basis. Meeting that 
challenge, the courts have created a system of situation-
specific applications that require the attention of 
the draftsperson.

Agreement by Agreement
Prenuptial or antenuptial agreements and recon-

ciliation agreements The vast majority of challenges to
prenuptial agreements involve provisions dealing
with ownership, division or distribution of separate
and marital property and, to a lesser degree, spousal
maintenance. Challenges can be made in connection
with an action for separation or divorce or, if not
merged, in a post-judgment action pursuant to the Do-
mestic Relations Law.

Prenuptial agreements are
presumed to be valid13 and to
reflect the intentions of the
parties, even if the terms turn
out to be a bad deal for either
one.14 Conclusory allegations
of unconscionability are not
sufficient to justify a hearing
on the merits. Moreover, the
standard set forth in Christian
has been recognized to be

harder to meet than the criteria set forth in DRL § 236.15

Property disposition agreements authorized by the
Domestic Relations Law are reviewed as of the time the
parties enter into them. The Christian decision contains
language suggesting a multi-faceted test, with the re-
viewing Court taking into account more than just the
substantive consequences of the agreement, and yet the
decision makes no reference to the procedural or sub-
stantive nomenclature. Nevertheless, a careful reading
of the decision leads to the conclusion that the Court
was concerned first and foremost with the procedural
aspects of the doctrine.16 Subsequent decisions 
involving prenuptial agreements are unclear about ex-
actly what is required, but even these decisions contain
descriptive language portraying evidence of procedural
or substantive factors.17 The Christian decision does
mandate that “[i]f the execution of the agreement . . .
be fair, no further inquiry will be made.”18 This decla-
ration, which at first blush is chilling, is understandable in
light of the same Court’s concern with the fiduciary rela-
tionship involved – “requiring the utmost of good faith.”

Spousal maintenance provisions are sometimes in-
cluded in prenuptial agreements, and disputes are usually
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erty. Courts will look to the text of the agreement to de-
termine issues such as whether both parties were repre-
sented by counsel and the extent of disclosure about the
financial circumstances of the parties. 

Procedural unconscionability is typified by over-
reaching. Overreaching has been defined to exclude
self-delusion and disappointment.22 However, indica-
tors such as one party’s having full control over all mar-
ital assets and income, the dominant party’s attorney
drawing the agreement and the other party not having
any independent counseling, little or no financial dis-
closure and an agreement that awards all of the marital
assets to the dominant party, if found together, have
been found to be as a matter of law evidence of over-
reaching.23

Still, such indicators, taken individually, do not nec-
essarily suggest overreaching. Individual factors have
to be considered within the entire framework of a sepa-
ration agreement, and it is the cumulative impact that
eventually leads to a finding that a given separation
agreement “shocks the conscience.”24 Where a party
makes a conscious decision not to seek the advice of an
attorney, that decision cannot be overlooked in deter-
mining the issues involved in overreaching.25

Provisions in a separation agreement that prescribe
spousal maintenance are subject to review at the time of
a final judgment and, at that time, the court’s evaluation
is usually made entirely on the basis of the substantive
provisions of the agreement.26

Stipulations reached in open court during an ongo-
ing proceeding can be attacked as being uncon-
scionable, the immediacy of judicial review notwith-
standing.27 Thus, where a stipulation is arrived at in
open court but is based on erroneous findings of a trial
court, and that yields a substantively unconscionable re-
sult, the stipulation can be vacated.28

Similarly, a stipulation can be vacated where a party
appears pro se and is put under pressure from the court
to settle under circumstances that should have alerted
the court to the need to become actively involved to
avoid an unconscionable result.29

These rules notwithstanding, mere conclusory allega-
tions that a stipulation is unconscionable are insufficient
to justify judicial intervention of any kind.30

And, finally, where a party to a stipulation has re-
ceived a substantial benefit, such as the payment of cash
or the transfer of property pursuant to the terms of a
stipulation, that party is deemed to have ratified its
terms and cannot claim unconscionability.31

Implications for Homosexual Unions
GOL § 5-311 reflects public policy, and yet is limited

to support and maintenance arrangements made by a
husband and wife. An agreement that conflicts with public
policy is per se unconscionable.32 The basis for the pub-
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Checklist for 
Matrimonial Agreements 

When drafting matrimonial agreements, consid-
eration of the following issues can help the agree-
ment survive a later claim of unconscionability. 

1. Determine which areas of interest will be dealt
with in the agreement.

2. Determine whether the commercial nomencla-
ture for unconscionability is likely to come into
play.

3. Recite the extent of all disclosure by the parties
with respect to financial matters.

4. Indicate the details concerning counsel for all
parties. If one party is not represented by counsel,
indicate why and what efforts have been made con-
cerning the retention of counsel. Both parties should
be required to acknowledge that they were given
full opportunity to seek the advice of counsel and
both should disclaim that one attorney represented
them both.

5. Where applicable, include a statement of ac-
knowledgment by the parties that any imbalance in
the distribution of separate and marital assets is
deemed not to be an indication of unconscionability.

6. If an agreement for spousal maintenance 
relieves either or both of such an obligation, indi-
cate that the parties are aware that the provision is
subject to the terms of the General Obligations Law. 

tied to those that call for a mutual renunciation of claims
for support and maintenance. These agreements are, of
course, subject to DRL § 236B(3) and (9), and GOL
§ 5-311. Conclusory allegations that such provisions 
create conditions that violate the GOL are not sufficient
for a court to address the issue of unconscionability.19

Separation agreements and stipulations of settle-
ment Challenges to separation agreements on grounds
of unconscionability are broad and all-encompassing.
Those involving only the disposition of separately
owned and marital property are resolved by applying
the principles set forth in Christian. These cases require
some evidence of procedural mischief as a prerequisite
to reviewing the substantive aspects of the agreement.
Thus, agreements drafted with one attorney ostensibly
representing both parties are sufficiently suspect to re-
quire further inquiry.20

Similarly, preliminary evidence of mental distress is
sufficient to create an inference of unconscionability,
warranting a hearing to review the substantive opera-
tion of a separation agreement.21

Separation agreements are not per se unconscionable
simply because of an unequal division of marital prop-



lic policy as stated in the provision of the GOL is obvi-
ous: when a man and woman are united in marriage
they accept the obligation to support one another in a
manner that will not involve the state in the financial
consequences of separation or divorce. Clearly public
policy is to protect the state from having to assume fi-
nancial responsibility for one or both parties to a mar-
riage because of decisions made by the parties.

But this provision of the GOL is specific in the decla-
ration that the stated public policy only applies to a man
and woman who have been legally united in marriage.
By its terms, homosexuals are not included in this
statement of public policy. From this it seems reasonable
to conclude that any agreement between homosexual
partners for maintenance is not subject to the uncon-
scionability provisions of the DRL, the GOL and the
doctrine of Christian. This does not mean that such an
agreement is per se void. It does mean that such an
agreement would be interpreted in the same manner as
a commercial agreement. Accordingly, it follows that, to
establish unconscionability, the moving party would
have to show evidence of both elements, procedural
and substantive, to prevail. In short, the threshold for
establishing unconscionability in situations involving
homosexual unions is higher than that afforded a
legally married heterosexual couple.

Does this make sense if the overriding concern em-
bedded in the GOL is to protect society from being
burdened by adverse consequences resulting from
improvident private arrangements concerning support
and maintenance? Moreover, does not such a double
standard deny parties to a homosexual relationship
equal protection under the law? These questions are
for the moment unanswered, although recent decisions
in Massachusetts and here in New York suggest that
such double standards are inappropriate and uncon-
stitutional.33

Conclusion
When attempting to define pornography, Justice

Stewart wrote: “I could never succeed in intelligibly
doing so. But I know it when I see it.”34 Most matrimo-
nial practitioners will probably agree that this statement
seems equally apropos when it comes to trying to define
what is meant by “unconscionable.” 

What is very clear is that the issue of unconscionabil-
ity cannot be ignored. If an attorney pays careful atten-
tion to the details of the circumstances surrounding ne-
gotiation and acceptance of the terms of the agreement,
as well as the operation of the terms on the parties and
the state, he or she will be in a much better position to
draft something that will withstand judicial scrutiny
and adequately protect the client. 

In the final analysis, unconscionability is not an issue
if both parties can be shown to have made full disclosure
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of their respective circumstances and to have been given
adequate opportunity to fully and objectively evaluate
all the implications to be drawn from such disclosure. 

1. Christian v. Christian, 42 N.Y.2d 63, 71, 396 N.Y.S.2d 817
(1977).

2. Gillman v. Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A., 73 N.Y.2d 1, 537
N.Y.S.2d 787 (1988); State v. Avco Fin. Serv. Inc., 50 N.Y.2d
383, 429 N.Y.S.2d 181 (1980).

3. In Pennise v. Pennise, 120 Misc. 2d 782, 787–88, 466
N.Y.S.2d 631 (Sup. Ct., Nassau Co. 1983), the court ex-
plained:

Maintenance agreements are intended to take effect
in the future and hence are inherently weakened by
the inability of the parties to accurately foresee their
future circumstances. In addition, the level of main-
tenance can spell the difference between feast and
famine and thus implicates very strong public con-
cerns that a spouse not become a public charge. 

On the other hand, property dispositions do not
normally have the same impact on a spouse’s stan-
dard of living as do maintenance agreements. Fur-
thermore, the Legislature clearly intended to en-
courage property dispositions by contract, as an
alternative to the previous disposition of property
through title ownership. Obviously, the stability,
and hence the efficaciousness, of such agreements
would be severely undermined if they could be
overturned years after execution upon a finding
that an agreement was “unfair” when made or that
it became “unconscionable” over time.

This has implications involving the statute of limitations,
CPLR 213. Compare Bloomfield v. Bloomfield, 97 N.Y.2d 188,
738 N.Y.S.2d 650 (2001), with Frieman v. Frieman, 178 Misc.
2d 764, 680 N.Y.S.2d 797 (Sup. Ct., Nassau Co. 1998), and
Zipes v. Zipes, 158 Misc. 2d 368, 599 N.Y.S.2d 941 (Sup.
Ct., Nassau Co. 1993).

4. See Pintus v. Pintus, 104 A.D.2d 866, 480 N.Y.S.2d 501
(2d Dep’t 1984) (holding that arrangements sharing the
contractual characteristics of a surviving separation
agreement are included in the statutory use of the term
“separation agreement”). 

5. DRL § 236B(9)(b); see Beard v. Beard, 300 A.D.2d 268, 751
N.Y.S.2d 304 (2d Dep’t 2002); Zinkiewicz v. Zinkiewicz, 222
A.D.2d 684, 635 N.Y.S.2d 678 (2d Dep’t 1995); In re Alexan-
der, 203 A.D.2d 949, 612 N.Y.S.2d 97 (4th Dep’t 1994).

6. Klein v. Klein, 246 A.D.2d 195, 676 N.Y.S.2d 69 (1st Dep’t
1998); Gilsten v. Gilsten, 137 A.D.2d 411, 524 N.Y.S.2d 936
(1st Dep’t 1988). See Tuckman v. Tuckman, 112 Misc. 2d 803,
447 N.Y.S.2d 654 (Sup. Ct., Rockland Co. 1982).

7. DRL § 236B(3):
Agreement of the parties. An agreement by the par-
ties, made before or during the marriage, shall be
valid and enforceable in a matrimonial action if such
agreement is in writing, subscribed by the parties,
and acknowledged or proven in the manner required
to entitle a deed to be recorded. . . . Such an agree-
ment may include (1) a contract to make a testamen-
tary provision of any kind, or a waiver of any right to
elect against the provisions of a will; (2) provision for
the ownership, division or distribution of separate

and marital property; (3) provision for the amount
and duration of maintenance or other terms and
conditions of the marriage relationship, subject to
the provisions of section 5-311 of the general oblig-
ations law, and provided that such terms were fair
and reasonable at the time of the making of the
agreement and are not unconscionable at the time
of entry of final judgment; and (4) provision for the
custody, care, education and maintenance of any
child of the parties, subject to the provisions of sec-
tion two hundred forty of this article. Nothing in
this subdivision shall be deemed to affect the valid-
ity of any agreement made prior to the effective
date of this subdivision.

8. GOL § 5-311:
Except as provided in section two hundred thirty-
six of the domestic relations law, a husband and
wife cannot contract to alter or dissolve the mar-
riage or to relieve either of his or her liability to sup-
port the other in such a manner that he or she will
become incapable of self-support and therefore is
likely to become a public charge. An agreement,
heretofore or hereafter made between a husband
and wife, shall not be considered a contract to alter
or dissolve the marriage unless it contains an ex-
press provision requiring the dissolution of the
marriage or provides for the procurement of
grounds of divorce.

9. Does this imply that there was a legislative mistake and
that what was really intended was that the entire of sub-
part (3) was intended to have application to the entirety
of DRL § 236B(3)? The better answer would appear to be
in the negative. See discussion in Zipes v. Zipes, 158 Misc.
2d 368, 376, 599 N.Y.S.2d 941 (Sup. Ct., Nassau Co. 1993).

10. Christian v. Christian, 42 N.Y.2d 63, 396 N.Y.S.2d 817
(1977).

11. Id. at 72 (citations omitted).
12. Goldman v. Goldman, 118 A.D.2d 498, 500 N.Y.S.2d 111 (1st

Dep’t 1986); Pennise v. Pennise, 120 Misc. 2d 782, 466
N.Y.S.2d 631 (Sup. Ct., Nassau Co. 1983); compare Zipes,
158 Misc. 2d 368.

13. There are five indispensable requirements for a valid
prenuptial agreement:

1. There must be complete financial disclosure by
each party to the other. See In re Greiff, 92 N.Y.2d 341, 680
N.Y.S.2d 894 (1998).

2. Each party must be separately represented by
counsel of his or her choosing and without any sugges-
tion by the other as to the choice. However, the failure of
one party to be separately represented is not per se fatal if
the independent selection is knowingly waived. See
Levine v. Levine, 56 N.Y.2d 42, 451 N.Y.S.2d 26 (1982).

3. Duress and emotional anxiety can’t be a factor in
the acceptance of the agreement.

4. The document must be acknowledged in the same
form as is required for a deed to be recorded. Matisoff v.
Dobi, 90 N.Y.2d 127, 659 N.Y.S.2d 209 (1997).

5. The agreement must comply with the DRL and
the GOL.

14. Clermont v. Clermont, 198 A.D.2d 631, 603 N.Y.S.2d 923 (3d
Dep’t 1993), appeal dismissed, 83 N.Y.2d 953, 615 N.Y.S.2d
877 (1994).
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15. Zipes, 158 Misc. 2d 368; Pennise, 120 Misc. 2d 782. See
Panossian v. Panossian, 172 A.D.2d 811, 569 N.Y.S.2d 182
(2d Dep’t 1991).

16. See Zagari v. Zagari, 191 Misc. 2d 733, 735, 736, 746
N.Y.S.2d 235 (Sup. Ct., Monroe Co. 2002):

The Christian test is a two part test. There must be
manifest unfairness coupled with overreaching.
That the Court of Appeals was more concerned
with the circumstances surrounding the execution
of a marital agreement rather than the substance of
the agreement itself is borne out in these passages
from Christian: “These principles in mind, courts
have thrown their cloak of protection about separa-
tion agreements and made it their business, when
confronted, to see to it that they are arrived at fairly
and equitably, in a manner so as to be free from the
taint of fraud and duress, and to set aside or refuse
to enforce those born of and subsisting in inequity.”
Also, “when there has been full disclosure between
the parties, not only of all relevant facts but also of
their contextual significance, and there has been an
absence of inequitable conduct or other infirmity
which might vitiate the execution of the agreement,
courts should not intrude so as to redesign the bar-
gain arrived at by the parties on the ground that ju-
dicial wisdom in retrospect would view one or
more of the specific provisions as improvident or
one-sided.” (citations omitted)

* * *

Christian and the cases decided thereafter clearly are
focusing on procedural unconscionability. The in-
quiry is whether there was any fraud, overreaching
or duress exhibited in the execution of the agree-
ment which caused the bargain to be manifestly un-
fair. The overall circumstances between the parties
existing at the time the agreement was entered into
is of paramount concern. Usually, this type of deter-
mination can only be made after trial. It certainly
cannot be made simply by only looking at the
agreement itself. It is for this reason that all of the
cases except two cited by defendant were decided
after trial. In the two cases where no triable issues of
fact were found, the courts had some proof of the
parties’ relative circumstances at the time of the
agreement before it.

But see Clermont, 198 A.D.2d 631.
17. Compare cases cited in note 3 supra.
18. Christian v. Christian, 42 N.Y.2d 63, 73, 396 N.Y.S.2d 817

(1977).
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328 (3d Dep’t 1993); see Pennise v. Pennise, 120 Misc. 2d
782, 788–89, 466 N.Y.S.2d 631 (Sup. Ct., Nassau Co. 1983): 

Moreover, a clear inference of overreaching arises
since it is undisputed that the document was
drafted by plaintiff’s attorney and signed by defen-
dant when she was not represented by counsel. Al-
though the agreement contains a provision which
states that the parties had consulted with counsel
prior to its signing, plaintiff’s attorney admits that
he was aware that defendant had not consulted

with any other attorney before the document was
executed. Under these circumstances, defendant is
entitled to a hearing at which she can seek to prove
that the second stipulation was so unconscionable
when made that it should not be enforced. (citations
omitted)

21. Compare Cardinal v. Cardinal, 275 A.D.2d 756, 713 N.Y.S.2d
370 (2d Dep’t 2000), with Lyons v. Lyons, 289 A.D.2d 902,
734 N.Y.S.2d 734 (3d Dep’t 2001) (where a party’s claim of
chronic alcoholism was rejected as being unsubstanti-
ated).

22. Groper v. Groper, 132 A.D.2d 492, 496, 518 N.Y.S.2d 379
(1st Dep’t 1987).

23. Tal v. Tal, 158 Misc. 2d 703, 601 N.Y.S.2d 530 (Sup. Ct.,
Nassau Co. 1993).

24. Lounsbury v. Lounsbury, 300 A.D.2d 812, 752 N.Y.S.2d 103
(3d Dep’t 2002); McCaughey v. McCaughey, 205 A.D.2d
330, 612 N.Y.S.2d 579 (1st Dep’t 1994).

25. Croote-Fluno v. Fluno, 289 A.D.2d 669, 734 N.Y.S.2d 298
(3d Dep’t 2001).

26. Tuckman v. Tuckman, 112 Misc. 2d 803, 447 N.Y.S.2d 654
(Sup. Ct., Rockland Co. 1982).

27. Grunfeld v. Grunfeld, 123 A.D.2d 64, 68–69, 509 N.Y.S.2d
928 (3d Dep’t 1986): 

A litigant, in the highly charged atmosphere of a
matrimonial action, when faced with the immediate
choice of extended public proceedings or stipula-
tion of settlement, will ofttimes opt for the latter
course. Once reached, however, the open-court stip-
ulation should not serve to spring the trap that will
catch the unwary or the uninformed and bind the
litigant forever in an unconscionable situation from
which our courts will not relieve him or her. If no re-
lief for unconscionability is available from an open-
court stipulation in a matrimonial action, which by
its very nature should be concerned with “equitable
distribution,” stipulations of settlement will be few
indeed, for the competent attorney will not allow
his or her client into a potential trap.

28. Id.
29. Compare Yuda v. Yuda, 143 A.D.2d 657, 533 N.Y.S.2d 75 (2d

Dep’t 1988), with Hardenburgh v. Hardenburgh, 158 A.D.2d
585, 551 N.Y.S.2d 552 (2d Dep’t 1990).

30. Sippel v. Sippel, 241 A.D.2d 929, 661 N.Y.S.2d 366 (4th
Dep’t 1997); Enright v. Enright, 205 A.D.2d 732, 614
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31. Golfinopoulos v. Golfinopoulos, 144 A.D.2d 537, 534
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N.Y.2d 188, 738 N.Y.S.2d 650 (2001).
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Social workers are taught to consider the person
and the person’s support systems when evaluat-
ing a problem, and to factor in any outside re-

sources that may assist the client’s psycho-social needs.
Lawyers do not yet fully appreciate the amazing fund of
resources that can benefit a client when advocating a
legal position.

In recent years, extralegal resources beyond the “typ-
ical” legal realm have become a crucial part of develop-
ing any legal case. Black’s Law Dictionary defines foren-
sics as “belonging to courts of justice.” That is, forensic
experts are consultants to a lawyer when outside exper-
tise is required in relation to legal principles and cases.
Forensic accountants have been crucial in evaluating the
extent of wrongdoing in accounting firms found to have
negligent or criminal accounting practices. Forensic
physicists and road experts routinely give testimony
about motor vehicle accidents. Under New York case
law, a plaintiff in a medical malpractice civil action may
not proceed without a physician’s affidavit in support of
the claimed physical or medical injury. Forensic medical
examiners are required when a death is thought to be
from anything other than natural causes.

Perhaps the most widespread use of forensic experts
by lawyers and the courts is in psycho-social reports
written by social workers in the areas of family issues,
child custody, child abuse and adoption. The psychiatric
social worker’s report explains the system and family is-
sues that affect the client and his or her family, together
with the systemic issues that serve to help or hinder the
client. The report permits the court to weigh the client’s
claims and the hardships that the client will experience
given the issues in his or her life.

Immigration and criminal lawyers face significant
challenges in relating the circumstances of their clients
to the legal issues in question. Proving extreme hard-
ship, mitigating circumstances, trauma, abuse or good
citizenship are difficult if the only evidence consists of
the testimony by the client. Just as corroborating wit-
nesses are essential for a criminal or civil defendant to
bolster a case, it is also essential for immigration or
criminal clients to have someone who can corroborate,

augment or expand on their legal position to support or
verify the veracity of their claims. 

Immigration and criminal lawyers are beginning to
understand the crucial role of supportive documenta-
tion and expert reports by forensic psychiatric social
workers who describe the needs and experiences of
their clients. In particular, immigration and criminal
lawyers require experts in forensic social work to ex-
plain, support and reveal the experiences of clients in
their country of origin or childhood, then contrast the
past with their current life experiences. In many cases,
lawyers who have made such referrals have later re-
ported that the written psycho-social report was a key
factor in the successful outcome of their clients’ cases.

Legal Basis for a Forensic Social Work Report
Criminal lawyers increasingly understand the crucial

role of supportive documentation and expert reports
that reflect the needs and experiences of their clients. In
particular, criminal lawyers require experts in social
work to explain, support and reveal the client’s chal-
lenging life experiences.

In a landmark decision last year, Wiggins v. Smith,1

the U.S. Supreme Court found a Sixth Amendment vio-
lation due to the absence of a forensic social work report
that would have brought to light mitigating factors in
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the defendant’s background. The Court held that Wig-
gins’s defense was prejudiced because counsel did not
conduct a reasonable investigation or discover poten-
tially powerful mitigating evidence. The Court noted,

Wiggins experienced severe privation and
abuse while in the custody of his alcoholic, 
absentee mother and physical torment, sexual
molestation, and repeated rape while in foster
care. His time spent homeless and his dimin-
ished mental capacities further augment his
mitigation case. He thus has the kind of trou-
bled history relevant to assessing a defendant’s
moral culpability.

The fundamental purpose of the psycho-social report
is to reflect the client’s story sympathetically through
the assistance of a psychiatric social worker trained in
family-systems and mental health issues.

Poor language skills
Many clients have poor lan-
guage skills, and they are not
able to articulate with any
degree of clarity or passion
the hardships or issues that
affect their circumstances.
The lawyer will understand
the case and the issues, but
explaining the psycho-social
subtleties and nuances re-
quires professional expertise.
It is seldom effective to wait
until trial. Clients typically
find it difficult or frightening
to articulate in a courtroom setting their histories and
experiences concerning their country of origin and their
current life.

Fear of authority Clients who have experienced cor-
rupt, inefficient or extortionist government officials in
their country of origin will be reluctant to speak freely
and openly. Many criminal defendants may have had
similarly frightening experiences with police in the
United States. 

Mental health problems Clients may also fear speak-
ing in a courtroom or feel inhibited due to a psychiatric
or medical problem. Clients who suffer from depression,
anxiety or psychotic disorders will be unable to explain
what deportation or a prolonged sentence will mean to
them and their families. Moreover, when a hardship case
revolves around a family member who is psychiatrically
ill, he or she may be unable to focus or have the cogni-
tive ability to express how the disability has a negative
impact on family members. These psychotic disorders
may prevent clients from feeling sufficiently safe to
speak their minds at criminal sentencing hearings.

It’s worse than it looks Clients often present their
lawyers with a case that in reality is more serious than
they initially state. This may occur for several reasons.
Clients who come from third-world countries, for exam-
ple, often continue to idealize their homelands and do
not fully account for the hardships that they have en-
dured and their children will also endure if they are
forced to return.

Psycho plus social There is an important interplay
between the mental health and social/interpersonal is-
sues that the client faces in any immigration case or
criminal sentencing hearing. The case will be stronger if
the interplay of these elements is presented coherently.
For example, the fact that a child may have to abandon
his present school encompasses many issues relating to
the psychological effect on the child, the loss of the edu-
cational program, the transition to a new environment,
the sudden absence of a group of friends, and the edu-
cational challenges of learning within a different educa-

tion system. The confluence
of these factors will make the
child’s loss, given the combi-
nation of psychological and
social issues, all the greater.

The broadest picture
possible The psycho-social
forensic report inquires into
development, education, em-
ployment, finances, health-
care, legal issues, military
service, culture, language, re-
ligion and a host of other is-
sues. It can outline the per-

son’s functioning regarding activities of daily living,
including dressing, eating, bathing and other areas of
self-care. Most persons with immigration cases and
criminal sentencing matters are not presented to the
judge as having real lives, families and issues. Judges
are confronted with a large caseload of respondents
from all over the world with diverse backgrounds and
factual histories. It is essential to illuminate the client as
a real person with feelings, needs, parents and siblings.

Purpose and Content of the Report
Sympathetic narrative Humanize the client’s per-

sonal life history through a sympathetic narrative. Often
the judge (and jury) may focus almost exclusively on the
relevant evidentiary facts. The state or federal lawyer
hopes that the judge (and jury) will view the defendant
in an objective light, disregarding the subjective ele-
ments in the client’s personal history. Presenting a
forensic psycho-social report, however, permits the il-
lustration of the client’s humanity and personal identity. 

While the government lawyer wishes to characterize
the defendant’s actions within the absolute parameters
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of good versus bad, the forensic psycho-social report
can flesh out the defendant’s life challenges, family
background, work history, education, hopes and dreams.
This permits the client’s life to be viewed as similar
rather than dissimilar to the lives of people in the court-
room. The client’s negative life experiences, losses,
deaths and hardships should be highlighted to empha-
size the difficulties and deficits that have disadvantaged
the defendant. 

The narrative developed in the forensic psycho-social
report provides a holistic perspective of the defendant
and illustrates the influences, contexts and people that
may have derailed what otherwise could have been a
more productive and positive life. Ultimately, the client
must be understood as a human being with needs and
feelings.

Overcoming expressive difficulties Professional ex-
pression can replace self-expression. Immigration and
criminal clients often have poor English language skills
and/or little education. As such they may find it difficult
or frightening to articulate the histories and experiences
that have affected their development. 

Clients may also fear speaking in a courtroom or be
inhibited due to a mental health or medical problem.
Clients who suffer from depression, anxiety, low self-es-
teem, cognitive deficits, learning disabilities or psychotic
disorders also will be unable to explain their back-
ground fully and describe how their environment has
affected their lives. For such clients, the forensic social
work report speaks for their personal lives when they
cannot.

Providing context The client’s conduct regarding the
nature and recency of the crime needs to be placed in
context. The nature, role and recency of the crime or il-
legal activity help to clarify the relative seriousness of
the client’s behavior given the client’s life as a whole.

Is this a first-time offense by an impressionable young
person or perhaps a person who acted in desperation for
a specific reason? The defendant or immigration client
may have a reasonable excuse for his or her actions.

Family role Stress the client’s current family role.
Most people exist in both a familial and social context. It
is important to outline the emotional, physical, instru-
mental, informational and psychological support that
clients provide to their families, extended families and
communities. 

In turn, it is essential to outline what clients have
been taught and have gained through involvement with
their family and social context.

Community ties Illustrate the client’s community,
educational, employment and property ties. Clients, like
most people, are understood by their roles in their fam-
ilies and communities. To give context to a person’s life,

it is important to show good, normative character traits
and contribution within a community.

Client’s remorse, regret and growth The profound
change in a client’s life during incarceration or a period
of review by a court, together with the client’s ability to
redirect his or her life, is often remarkable and may be
an important part of the case. Moreover, if a significant
time period has lapsed between verdict or plea and sen-
tencing, a person may come to understand his or her life
in a novel and humbling way. Many people commit
crimes in a moment of recklessness. This moment of
poor judgment can be counterbalanced by the contribu-
tions that individuals have made to their family and
community since their actions.

Overall goal The goal is to permit the reader to un-
derstand the client as a complete human being with
needs and feelings, by the time he or she has read the
conclusion of the psycho-social evaluation. Finally, there
may be an important area of inquiry that to a non-
healthcare professional may seem either irrelevant or
too embarrassing to ask of the client. Here, too, the
forensic social worker can elicit the most personal issues
in a compassionate manner while helping the client and
lawyer to put forward the strongest possible case.

Construction of a Psycho-social Report
Every psycho-social report begins with a family

background section. It is crucial because it helps to hu-
manize and concretize a client and his or her family for
a judge who is unfamiliar with the person’s back-
ground. This section describes the client’s country of
origin and the early environment in which the client
was raised. Included is a discussion of any hardships,
such as poverty, war or abuse, that the client and his or
her family may have experienced in their country of ori-
gin. Providing details can reinforce the idea that clients
have not just a legal claim, but a context in which they
grew up, such as friends with whom they played and
parents in whom they confided their secrets or sadness
and loneliness as children.

The family background section also provides a base-
line or contrast between the person’s life in his or her
country of origin and life now in the United States. In
hardship cases, for example, it is important to point out
that a client’s parents may have died at a young age
from a disease that is quite treatable with American
medical interventions and medications. The point can
be made that the client’s children would face the same
lack of healthcare facilities if they are forced to leave the
United States because their parents are deported. This is
a concrete illustration of hardship and fear that any par-
ent can relate to, no matter what the respondent’s coun-
try of origin. 

Sometimes a real-life example provides a powerful
illustration, such as someone who has had a sibling or
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parent die from lack of medical care that may be quite
common (and inexpensive) in the United States. It is
then clearer to the judge who reads the case just how
serious the potential hardship will be for the child in
question.

No two cases are ever alike, and each person or fam-
ily contributes unique aspects of their lives to the pic-
ture. Two persons may emigrate from the same country
yet have had quite different experiences in their coun-
try of origin. This is no more surprising than a wealthy
person and a poor person having different experiences
living in New York City. As long as there is internal
consistency, the integrity of the client’s individual ex-
perience will be maintained and recognized. The most
effective reports are tailored to the specific needs of the
clients and present them as individuals with particular
lives and needs.

Current circumstances After describing a client’s
background, a report must also describe the defendant’s
current life, community contacts and participation, and
how the person lives life on a daily basis. The normal
goal is to show that the majority of the client’s actions
are law-abiding and reflect behavior that is common to
most people, such as attending a regular job each day
and/or caring for family members.

Each report inevitably contains unique elements, de-
pending on different activities or endeavors that have
marked the person’s life. One report may require refer-
ences to sexual abuse as a child, while another may re-
quire a description of outstanding athletic achievements
during high school years.

In the end, the objective is to provide as thorough a
picture as possible of the client’s background, together
with the current situation informed by a family-systems
approach.

Mental status exam This inquiry examines specific
mental health areas such as physical presentation, be-
havior, attitude, speech, affect and mood, and thought.
It can often be illustrative of the very real internal tur-
moil that the client experiences as a result of a trauma or
even the current immigration case. It is a standard part
of any mental health report and should complement the
substantive body of the report in light of the issues that
the client and his or her family face. This gives the read-
ers an internal view of the client and the suffering being
experienced, rather than simply an external check on
the systems involved in the client’s life. 

Conclusion The conclusion serves as both a sum-
mary of the important influences and issues from the
person’s life and the effect that the circumstances have
had on his or her ability to function. The objective is to
leave the judge with an understanding of the client, and
the client’s life in its context, that forms the basis for a
persuasive case in the client’s favor. 

Eliciting Relevant Information
The following is a subset of the questions and topics

designed to elicit useful family background information.
1. Who is in your family: members, ages, names, roles?
2. What were your coping strategies when growing

up? Were you confident? How did you handle stress,
anger, sadness, etc?

3. What was your parents’ relationship like?
4. Was your family warm or cold to one another?
5. What role did you play? For example, did you have

to care for others (by choice)?
6. Were there traumas or stressors in your family

history such as war, violence, poverty, disease, unem-
ployment, prejudice, racism, relocation, family ar-
rested/jail, (political) detention?

7. Is there a medical, psychiatric, drug or military
history in your family?

8. Did you have any learning, reading, studying or
attention problems?

9. Were your developmental milestones normal, such
as birth, walking, talking?

10. What were your hobbies or interests as a child?
What are they now?

11. Did you have friends growing up? What is your
social circle like now?

12. Did anyone ever harm you physically, emotion-
ally, sexually, economically?

13. Did a person or circumstance ever make you feel
ashamed or humiliated?

These and similar questions, although rather benign
at first glance, repeatedly yield a rich source of informa-
tion that explains much about the person’s develop-
ment, character, family, history of hardship or trauma,
or the client’s decision making or thinking on any one of
several issues. This information also plays an important
role in understanding the person’s psychological and
emotional needs as an adult. The strength and integrity
of the psycho-social report depends on the factual de-
tails elicited from the client.

Asking a large array of questions also makes the
client better prepared for the questions that may be
asked by the judge or government lawyer during a
court proceeding. Any inconsistencies or inaccuracies in
their stories provide an occasion to explain that the in-
terview is the time to be truthful, because non-truths are
difficult to hide and can be picked up by a judge or
lawyer more easily than the client may imagine. Most
people are bad at lying, and their best interests are
served by a consistent, honest recounting of their lives. 

Four Types of Cases 
The following are the four most general types of

cases referred for a psycho-social evaluation in forensic
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immigration work and the particular challenges that
each case poses. 

Individual and family extreme hardship In a hard-
ship case, the client usually has close family members,
often school-aged children, who would suffer hardship
if the client is forced to leave the country. It is not un-
usual in such cases that the client has a spouse who is
also in deportation proceedings. Such clients are often
from countries in which the children’s education, social
and employment opportunities will be greatly dimin-
ished or compromised. Including the children’s acade-
mic and non-academic accomplishments and awards il-
lustrates the degree to which they view their education
seriously and appreciate the unique opportunities avail-
able to them in the United States. 

While judges tend to un-
derstand responsible adults
as persons who have a solid
work ethic, they understand
responsible children as per-
sons devoted to being hard-
working students in their
school programs. 

The major hardship issues
typically concern transitions
in the child’s life, education,
medical conditions, social context, friends and peers,
healthcare coverage and care, culture (and multi-
cultural issues), language (spoken, written or read),
caregivers, privilege (insulation from poverty), emerg-
ing mental health issues on the part of family members,
the difficulty for the parents to begin their lives over,
dangers (such as crime, kidnapping or even polluted
drinking water), poverty, unemployment and other 
psycho-social problems in the parents’ country of origin.

Case Example. Mr. A was a 47-year-old married man
with two children, ages 7 and 10 years. He had no
legal status in the United States. The goal was to
clearly establish that it would be an extreme hardship
for his children, both American citizens, to relocate to
a country in which they would experience a foreign
culture, language and beliefs; strict restrictions on
their actions, dress, friends and interests; possible
poverty; government corruption; police ineptitude;
healthcare and social service delivery scarcity; academic
deficits; and language barriers. Moreover, in abandon-
ing their home in the United States, the children would
lose important social connections, friendships and op-
portunities for future education and employment. Such
cases can be shown to be a terrible conflict for the parents
as well. On the one hand, they do not wish to leave their
children behind in the United States and tear apart the
family. On the other hand, parents want their children to
have every reasonable opportunity available to them.

Such cases become more challenging when no chil-
dren are involved. In such instances it is crucial to illu-
minate the interpersonal connection and need between
the spouses. It must not only be demonstrated that the
couple cannot live without one another, but that this
need is based not simply on their marriage, but, if rele-
vant, a lifetime of loss or deaths. All show what it would
mean for the spouse to experience yet another loss. If
applicable, another route is to show the dependence of
one spouse on the other and the essential role that the
spouse plays in the mental health and well-being of the
other person. 

Case Example. A woman committed suicide in a 
Massachusetts town, leaving behind her husband, who
had no legal status, and two children who were U.S. 

citizens. The children were in
therapy to explore with the
therapist the suicide of their
mother. The father faced 
deportation. The judge asked
that a psycho-social evalua-
tion and report be undertaken
to reflect whether it would be
a hardship for the children to
relocate to Brazil, given the
difficulty of continuing their

therapy in Brazil. I presented a lengthy background and
history of the family life of the parents and children 
before the mother committed suicide. The report showed
that for the children the real therapy was continuing to
live their lives in their family home, and that relocation
would necessarily be anti-therapeutic. In other words,
the real therapy was not simply seeing a trusted thera-
pist each week to discuss their mother’s suicide but 
pursuing a normal life in the context of their familiar
friends, school and surroundings. The psycho-social
context was that relocation would be tantamount to an
extreme hardship – not only might they be unable to
find a competent therapist in Brazil, their environment
itself was far more therapeutic than anything they could
find in a formal therapy setting elsewhere.

Criminal cases In criminal cases, a court may con-
sider many social and family factors under the Marin
test,2 which are best illustrated through a psycho-social
assessment. The issues that should therefore be investi-
gated during such an interview concern the nature of
the crime, the recency of the crime, the quality of time
devoted to rehabilitation during incarceration, the char-
acter of the person (and the person’s family members),
family ties in the United States, the length of residency
in the United States, hardship issues (financial, physical,
emotional, concrete) to the client and the client’s family,
whether the person has served in the United States
armed forces, employment history, property or business
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ties, community ties (including charitable work and
contributions to the community), genuine rehabilitation
after release from incarceration (expressions of remorse,
regret and sincere reflection on his or her behavior,
particularly during a rehabilitation phase while incar-
cerated), the maturity of the client (including the in-
sight, judgment and emotional tools of the client at the
time of evaluation), and the general life and career skills
of the client.

Many people commit
crimes in a moment of reck-
lessness. This moment of
poor judgment can be coun-
terbalanced by laying out
significant contributions to
the person’s family and com-
munity. Rehabilitation can be
remarkable. A client who
lived in the center of a world
in which drugs were bought
and sold every hour of every
day turned, while she was 
incarcerated, to education, earned her doctorate and a
few years after release became an associate college dean.

It is also important to place the actions of individuals
in the context of their lives. As such there may be a host
of other mitigating factors that are important to investi-
gate, because they could help to support or explain a
client’s behavior and decision making.

In order for a judge, jury and district attorneys to un-
derstand the client’s actions, they must be placed in an
extensive social history of the client’s life. The social his-
tory is constructed through client interviews, a consid-
eration of the forces that have acted upon the client, col-
lateral interviews with multi-generational family
members, and the collection and evaluation of life his-
tory records (school, hospital, child welfare agencies,
etc.). When the forensic social worker gathers social his-
tory data, it often involves the revelation of painful se-
crets concerning mental illness, addiction and physical
abuse within a family. This can be ameliorated by con-
ducting not only thorough diagnostic interviews but
sensitive collateral interviews.

The presentation of mitigating factors may be neces-
sary at different stages of a case. For example, the dis-
trict attorney has 120 days from a client’s indictment to
decide whether to seek the death penalty. The defense
team can produce evidence of mitigation at this point to
convince the district attorney that psycho-social issues
requires that the district attorney not seek the death
penalty.

Case Example. Mr. R, a 51-year-old Colombian-born
man, was arrested after his daughter reported that he
had sexually molested her. While interviewing the client

about his childhood, he disclosed that as a young boy he
had endured many years of sexual abuse by male
cousins. This client later turned to alcohol abuse to self-
medicate the deep shame and depression he secretly
harbored. This early life experience served to inform the
reader of the report about the client’s past and the detri-
mental effect it had on him. However, the client had
sought help and led a life of full rehabilitation and com-
munity work. The report did not attempt to justify, ra-

tionalize or excuse his behav-
ior, it simply offered a more
complete and humanistic un-
derstanding of the client. 

It is worth noting that the
issues relevant in a Marin re-
view and the issues the Court
said should have been ex-
plored by a forensic social
worker in the Wiggins v.
Smith case are essentially the
same. In other words, the
forensic social worker has the

unique advantage of evaluating any client given any
problem, and can strongly advocate and assist the client
in his or her defense before a court for almost any kind
of procedure or hearing.

Spousal abuse cases Spousal abuse evaluations are
important in two particular situations – cases filed
under the Violence Against Women Act,3 I-360s and 
I-751s. The typical person who has endured physical,
sexual or emotional abuse does not have physical scars
or medical sequelae that can serve as a basis for concrete
documentation by a physician, healthcare facility or so-
cial service agency. Moreover, while physical abuse may
reflect a one-time incident, psychological trauma typi-
cally is a constant nightmare that the client must live
with for months or years before extracting himself or
herself from the situation.

Case Example. A man’s wife was HIV+ and did not tell
him for their three years of marriage. This woman had a
severe personality disorder and her impulsiveness and
lying caused the client to live without seeking medical
treatment for a significant period of time. When he dis-
covered the truth from his mother-in-law, he reacted
with feelings of depression and horror. The emotional
violence inflicted on him was well-documented through
the psycho-social evaluation, including his social isola-
tion, nightmares, inability to form new intimate rela-
tionships and the destruction of his trust in others.

Abuse, like persecution, is usually a systemic phe-
nomenon that affects the victims in virtually every area
of their life. The victim feels locked into a universe from
which there is no escape. The person feels sad, lonely,
fearful and isolated. Abusers often refuse to leave the
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home until they feel that they no longer benefit from the
relationship or when they feel their own safety is in
acute jeopardy. The abuser works through intimidation,
total control over the victim’s social life, family and pro-
fessional contacts, and verbal degradation of the victim.
The victim feels a total lack of security. The quality and
quantity of the abuse should be documented, and in-
formation should be provided on whether the abuser
has abused others. The cruelty may be oppressively un-
bearable such that the victim feels humiliated, de-
stroyed, devastated, shattered and ultimately considers
self-harm as a means of escape.

Asylum cases Asylum cases may concern persecu-
tion or violence against a group of persons given their
religion, sexual orientation or other affiliation within
their country of origin. Although an individual makes
the claim, the assertion is that others suffer from the
same persecution. The clients essentially argue that re-
turning to their country of origin would invite acute risk
to their well-being. They therefore seek the safety and
freedom of residing in the United States.

Such clients may have many illustrations of the per-
secution that they endured; or they may have been for-
tunate to escape the brutality that their peers endured
because of their ability to hide or exist in an insulated
environment. Many clients who have asylum claims
have a mood disorder or an anxiety disorder, such as
post-traumatic stress disorder.

Case Example. A man did not remember in which leg
he was shot. The judge found this to be wholly unbe-
lievable and dismissed the case. When an attorney
brought this case to my attention a few months later, I
suggested that there may be a rather simple and logical
explanation. It is not uncommon for persons who have
endured trauma and horror to discard important details
from their minds. This may be because the person is try-
ing to protect himself or herself psychologically from
the stress and memory of the event. In fact, a symptom
of post-traumatic stress disorder is an “inability to recall
an important aspect of the trauma.” The judge may have
intuitively thought that someone who has endured a
trauma would remember every detail of the episode for
the rest of his or her life. The reality is, however, that our
minds can be quite selective in what is retained and
what is discarded in an effort to protect ourselves and
cope with the stressful event.

Many clients miss the one-year deadline to file for
their political asylum. A psycho-social evaluation may
elicit a logical explanation. In a number of cases, clients
have lived in a culture in which they could not trust
government officials, or the government officials were
corrupt or altogether inept. This experience may have
made the clients feel that registration would have no ef-
fect. Moreover, many clients make a good faith effort to

file their paperwork through an agency or an attorney.
The naïve client may have paid several thousand dollars
for assistance that ultimately is not only unhelpful but
serves to put them past the one-year deadline. This too
can be reflected in the psycho-social report.

Conclusion
A psycho-social evaluation and report can signifi-

cantly augment the integrity of the client’s immigration
claim or mitigation case at a sentencing hearing. It is a
valuable resource that reflects an area of expertise that
lawyers in many areas of legal practice are now consid-
ering a mandatory part of their case files.

1. 123 S. Ct. 2527, 2003 U.S. LEXIS 5014 (U.S. June 26, 2003).
2. In re Marin, 16 I. & N. Dec. 581 (BIA 1978).
3. Originally enacted as part of the Violent Crime Control

and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-322,
108 Stat. 1796 (1994). The Act has been amended in 1996
and 2000. Violence Against Women Act of 2000, Pub. L.
No. 106-386, 114 Stat. 1491 (2000); Pub. L. No. 104-201,
110 Stat. 2655 (1996) (codified as amended at 18 U.S.C. 
§ 2261A).
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When evaluating the veracity of any assertion, it
is essential to recognize that misinformation
may regularly emerge absent even a hint of

deceptive intent in the reporter. Indeed, the human
mind processes and stores all incoming information in a
series of stages, leaving open the possibility that uncon-
scious, and hence unnoticed, distortion or error may
arise at any moment. The result can be a witness who
wholeheartedly believes the truth of an inaccurate
recollection.

A comprehensive knowledge of this cognitive se-
quence can give the examiner a valuable analytical tool
for uncovering unconscious errors and distinguishing
them from instances of intentional deception. 

Experiments in Witness Psychology
A few of the early experiments concerning the fallibil-

ity of memory had far-reaching results. In his work On
the Witness Stand (1908), Professor Hugo Munsterberg
details an experiment performed by noted criminologist
Professor von Liszt. He staged a demonstration in front
of his class in which two students, both players, became
engaged in an altercation. One student drew a pistol, the
professor stepped in to intervene, and the gun fired. Var-
ious students were then prompted to write reports of
their observations both immediately and at intervals of a
day or a week. Other students were subjected to actual
cross-examination. Munsterberg reports:1

As mistakes there were counted the omissions, the
wrong additions and the alterations. The smallest num-
ber of mistakes gave twenty-six per cent. of erroneous
statements; the largest was eighty per cent. The reports
with reference to the second half of the performance,
which was more strongly emotional, gave an average of
fifteen per cent. more mistakes than those of the first
half. Words were put into the mouths of men who had
been silent spectators during the whole short episode;
actions were attributed to the chief participants of
which not the slightest trace existed; and essential parts
of the tragi-comedy were completely eliminated from
the memory of a number of witnesses. 

Munsterberg relates a similar staged scene at a meet-
ing of a scientific association composed of jurists, psy-
chologists and physicians in Göttingen, Germany. From
a festival outside, a clown in a bright uniform rushed
into the meeting; a man with a pistol followed. The two
engaged in a melee, a shot was fired, and the participants
absconded. Unaware of the nature of the experiment, all
observers were asked immediately to inscribe their rec-
ollections of the scene. The results were as follows:2

Of the forty reports handed in, there was only one
whose omissions were calculated as amounting to less
than twenty per cent. of the characteristic acts; fourteen
had twenty to forty per cent. of the facts omitted;
twelve omitted forty to fifty per cent., and thirteen still
more than fifty per cent. But besides the omissions there
were only six among the forty which did not contain
positively wrong statements; in twenty-four papers up
to ten per cent. of the statements were free inventions,
and in ten answers – that is, in one-fourth of the papers,
– more than ten per cent. of the statements were ab-
solutely false, in spite of the fact that they all came from
scientifically trained observers.

Information Processing
Modern theorists concur that the psychic function of

information processing involves a sequence of distinct
yet interrelated stages or constituent operations. 

When an event stimulus occurs, it must first be 
perceived and interpreted by the psyche, after which
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this information may be encoded and stored in the brain
for some period of time, eventually to be recollected and
perhaps related. The stages are typically termed acquisi-
tion, retention and retrieval. They are interrelated se-
quentially, in that each stage is founded upon the net re-
sult of the preceding stage; what a person stores in
memory naturally depends first upon what is perceived,
and what later is retrieved is a product of both initial
stages. 

It is similarly beyond dispute that unconscious dis-
tortion or error may arise at any stage of this sequence,
resulting in a subject who wholeheartedly believes the
truth of an inaccurate recollection of information.
Knowledge of this process can provide the examiner
with an analytical framework for evaluating potential
sources of unconscious error in otherwise seemingly
honest witnesses. 

Although the precise etiology of error is often elusive,
the examiner by thorough investigation can uncover
potential causes of mistake and posit probable effects, or
vice versa, that may lead to the development of a theory
of each witness and of the case. It is also possible that
the examiner’s impressions may be imparted to the
fact-finder. What follows is a brief survey of the psy-
chological research regarding the components of the
human perception and memory systems, together with
the potential for error that lurks at each successive
stage of cognition.

Perception
The threshold perception or acquisition stage de-

scribes and entails operative processes, as external or
internal3 stimulation first invades the purview of our
sensory organs, first registers with the psyche and is
initially compared with existing information and inter-
preted, prior to encoding in short-term or working
memory. 

Psychologists sometimes refer to this component as
the sensory buffer or sensory register stage. Jung ex-
plains, “[R]eality, so far as it lies outside our body’s lim-
its, is mediated to us chiefly by particles of light im-
pinging on the retina of the eye. The organization of
these particles produces a picture of the phenomenal
world which depends essentially upon the constitution
of the apperceiving psyche on the one hand, and upon
that of the light medium on the other.”4 Elizabeth F. Lof-
tus uses this same dichotomy by characterizing percep-
tion influences as “event factors” and “witness factors,”
either of which may potentially affect accuracy.5 Such
notions suggest that perception may be affected by both
subjective or internal factors and objective or external
indications.

External factors In contrast to the internal, more per-
sonal factors, the external or objective factors require
scant explanation and are readily familiar to most in-

vestigators. These characteristics of the occurrence and
environment increase or decrease the probability that an
observer could have perceived the event with clarity.

Experimentation has borne out that the longer or
more frequently a subject is exposed to a stimulus, the
greater the chance of information being transferred to
and retained in working and permanent memory.6 In-
deed, it appears some degree of rehearsal is a prerequi-
site to any retention. The strength of the incoming stim-
ulus, be it volume of noise or luster of light, is another
consideration. 

Environmental factors such as the distance between
an observer and an event, as well as any obstructions to
a subject’s sight, hearing or other involved sense, al-
though no doubt matters of common sensibility, should
also be noted. Also relevant, in connection with the
ability to maintain attention, is the presence of back-
ground noise or other applicable distraction. 

The amount of available light is a notorious factor
affecting perception, both general visibility and color
perception; this has an interesting physiological expla-
nation. The retina contains mechanisms called rods
and cones. Cones are responsible for color vision and
operate in normal light levels, whereas the rods are ac-
tive and allow us to see in low light levels, but have gen-
erally poor acuity and color perception. As illumination
decreases, the cones become less active and the rods
much more so; thus the abilities to see color and distin-
guish between objects diminish substantially. It has
been noted that in moonlight most objects appear cast in
shades of gray, and blood consistently appears black.

Internal factors To repeat a popular analogy, when
one perceives a stimulus the sensory input is not
recorded perfectly or even objectively, as might a video
camera, but rather neutral stimuli are broken apart and
reorganized, or interpreted, in light of numerous factors
including all existing knowledge and experience. Two
internal factors dominantly influencing perception are a
subject’s cognitive affect, mood and mindset at the mo-
ment of perception, and the previously formed psychic
constructs and schema, the background against which
all incoming stimulation is interpreted.7

Common experience discloses that daily mood can
alter perception, as when, for instance, a person is sim-
ply having a bad day and is informed by another that a
comment or statement was “taken the wrong way” – in
other words, misinterpreted. More general cognitive
affect may also play a role in perception, such as when
one observer sees a glass to be half full while another
regards it as half empty; whether one is in a positive or
negative state of mind will drastically affect how the
world is received.

The more sublime of the internal influences, how-
ever, involves the subconscious effects on perception
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wrought by the existing sum total of the observer’s
knowledge, experience, wishes, beliefs, biases and ex-
pectations. Here the distortion might arise during the
process in which the perceiver interprets the intruding
stimulus by making mental associations and reducing it
to verbal concepts.

When information initially invades the psyche, two
processes are operative instantaneously. The sensory
image is at once compared, contrasted and construed, 
in light of all previously stored information. The incom-
ing stimulation is concurrently distilled for purposes 
of contemplation to verbal 
concepts or symbols. Both
processes may potentially
distort objective sensory in-
formation. 

The first aspect of this sen-
sory integration involves a
comparison of the perceived
stimulation to all previously
gathered and stored informa-
tion and knowledge. The
phenomenon has also been
described in terms of application of our schema, or the
collected groups of information we retain about partic-
ular persons, objects, situations and any other category
of knowledge. By way of comparison, these schema tell
us what to expect about certain perceptions and how to
interpret incoming information.8 The function is neces-
sary, for otherwise the mind would experience every
sensation anew and perceive every stimulus as novel
and unfamiliar. This is how we recognize certain incom-
ing stimuli as previously experienced; this is how we
conceive, for instance, how a lemon will taste without
actually biting into it.

On the second point, it has long been observed that
“the material with which we think is language and verbal
concepts.”9 This is also known as directed thinking or
thinking in words. Because all purposeful contempla-
tion proceeds in this linguistic form, it follows that we
must instinctively translate our perceptions of incoming
stimuli into familiar verbal concepts, expressions and
symbols for them to have cognitive utility. Many 
psychologists refer to this as “labeling.” It is inevitable
then, as Loftus describes, that such internal “linguistic
responses” will literally prescribe how an image is 
perceived, encoded and recollected; the image stored in
memory will be cast in the language or wording a 
subject initially uses, quite unconsciously, to describe
it.10 Illustrating both processes, one might see a lemon,
recognize the image as familiar when compared with
previously perceived pictures, recall that image is 
typically termed a “lemon,” think “yellow,” then “sour,”
then “juice,” etc., as each person’s individual past expe-

riences with and ideas about a lemon engage the train of
associations. 

In the midst of this instantaneous translation, distor-
tion may occur in various ways, two of particular note.
First, a subject’s cognitive constructs will have a direct
correlation to the language and verbal symbols sub-
consciously chosen to describe a perception. Second,
the constructs are all too often the raw material used
to fill gaps in actual perception, regardless of whether
the lapse in perception is recognized as such.

As noted, the language used for this internalization
has a direct connection to the subject’s cognitive con-

structs and schema, particu-
larly referable to subjectively
descriptive words.11 Does the
witness see a person walking;
is the person rushing or hur-
rying, meandering or mosey-
ing; are a couple talking or
debating, is one yelling at 
another, are they having an
argument or fight? In the lat-
ter instance, the interpreta-
tion may depend largely on a

subconscious comparison to one’s familial and own 
interpersonal relationships, and thus what one deems
normal social interaction. In a sense, we impose our 
internal ideas and expectations upon incoming objec-
tive stimulation by way of these constructs built about
particular classes of information.12

The analysis of this unconscious use of language can
be extremely telling. Assuming no other influence, the
same words initially used for internal verbalization will
be used later to orally relate the perception. The exam-
iner should be cognizant of the words a subject uses to
describe a stimulus and contemplate the reason. Al-
though the subject’s unabridged biography will be
largely inaccessible, an examiner might attempt at least
to ascertain the subject’s base constructs (what do you
consider to be “walking”?) and the nature of the com-
parison made (how much faster does one have to travel
to be “running”?), in order to begin to assess what if any
influence was had by the personal constructs.

Information gaps Perhaps the most important as-
pect of all these psychic phenomena, deserving of its
own subsection, is that the result of any discreet lapse in
the cognitive process will be a gap in the information
stored in a subject’s memory. 

Because humans do not perceive the world in the 
objective manner recorded by a video camera, the
information encoded and retained in memory has less
the character of a motion picture and more that of an 
unfinished puzzle. When individuals recall the last
grandiose affair attended, for example, they do not 
typically remember every single detail, but rather the
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main theme or concept of the event, the most pertinent
participants, details that had personal significance or
forged a lasting impression, and perhaps some ancillary
information. Yet surely each conversation in which the
individuals engaged and every example of cuisine they
sampled by far escapes them. 

These information gaps, whether they arise from a
lapse in perception, attention or decaying memory, are
seldom realized quite as such. Instead, they are sup-
planted in any of various manners upon subsequent
contemplation. In other words, the details one does not
perceive or recall precisely are often unwittingly fabri-
cated in accordance with one’s psychic constitution and
purpose; the existing mental constructs and schemata in
the psyche may provide material for this process.13

As a general example, when most persons see a
lemon, they surmise it is sour even without tasting it,
when in fact the expectation has evoked an entirely un-
founded conclusion regarding what is really a gap in the
initial perception. Quite often a purported witness will
report that he or she saw an entire accident, when in fact
the person’s attention was actually drawn to the occur-
rence as a result of the crash, allowing a clear perception
of only the aftermath. As another odd but valid display,
consider the following sentence: Moedrn psholcyogy
mgiht hlep attnreoys in cruot. Although the intended
meaning is not actually and literally perceived in those
images, the human mind will fill in gaps from its exist-
ing knowledge and expectations. To illustrate the corre-
sponding information lapse, try now without looking to
repeat the actual spelling of the words as first read.  

Attention
Constant and indiscriminate bombardment of in-

coming sensory input has long been known to have
the ability to overwhelm the human psyche and ren-
der it incapable of any meaningful or purposeful ac-
tivity. In conjunction with the perception function
then, the mind requires a mechanism whereby it can
select an object to which it will devote the majority of
its energy, while simultaneously filtering out distracting
stimulation. This function may properly be defined as
the attention process. James observed:

Everyone knows what attention is. It is the taking pos-
session by the mind, in clear and vivid form, of one out
of what seem several simultaneously possible objects or
trains of thought. Focalization, concentration, con-
sciousness are its essence. It implies withdrawal from
some things in order to deal effectively with others.14

The examiner should be cognizant of two key aspects
of the attention function, both of which may ultimately
affect the accuracy of perception and memory. To wit,
the depth and breadth of perception may be altered due
to variations in both intensity and direction of a sub-
ject’s attention. 
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The intensity of one’s attention involves how much
mental energy is really being devoted to a particular
object, and may involve factors such as alertness,15 anx-
iety,16 interest, and emotional weight or value assigned
to an object; it may also involve distracting factors that
prevent elaborate rehearsal and assimilation. 

The direction of attention involves the question of
where a subject’s mind is primarily focused or concen-
trated – in other words, the amount of cognitive energy
being devoted to any one given object in the entire field
of perception at a particular time. The act of physically
directing attention to a particular external stimulus typ-
ically implies a prerequisite motor orientation or adjust-
ment. 

The significance or salience of an occurrence, both
objective and subjective, will affect the direction of at-
tention and the amount of attention a subject devotes to
a particular event or detail, and hence the accuracy and
thoroughness of recall. 

In terms of objective salience, certain types of sensa-
tions are biologically and instinctively more impressive
to humans than others. As a few examples, James pro-
vides “strange things, moving things, wild animals,
bright things, pretty things, metallic things, words,
blows, blood, etc.”17

Subjectively, one’s attention is naturally drawn to
and lingers upon objects and stimuli that possess some
personal significance or importance.18 Everyday mun-
dane details, such as the weather on any given evening,
are not typically tendered the same intensity of attention
as more significant news. On a similar note, activities
performed repeatedly often become automatic in char-
acter and require much less attention for execution. As a
result, however, the chance that one will remember
what transpired in any particular instance of performing
the activity decreases substantially.19

The degree of directed or conscious attention one
permits a particular occurrence or stimulus is directly
correlated to clarity of perception and depth of encoding,
and hence the subject’s ability to later recall the infor-
mation.20 Numerous experiments have demonstrated
that under conditions of divided attention, encoding
of information is not as effective as in controlled con-
ditions.21

As described here, a lapse in attention is quite likely
to create gaps in the information or picture to be en-
coded in memory. As time passes, these information
gaps may be filled by imagination or generalization.
The examiner should therefore investigate all aspects of
a witness’s attention to the event or matter to which the
witness eventually attests.

1. Hugo Munsterberg, On the Witness Stand: Essays on Psy-
chology and Crime 50–51 (1913) (1st ed. 1908).

2. Id. at 51–53.
3. Although the present discussion focuses primarily on ex-
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verbally describe how they felt emotionally in reaction to
some stimulus or internal change. Such internal sensa-
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tortion and error. 

4. See Carl G. Jung, On the Nature of the Psyche (1969)
(originally “Der Geist der Psychologie,” Eranos-Jahrbuch
1946 (Zurich, 1947)). This type of conception would ap-
pear to apply with equal force to stimulation or sensation
involving sound, touch, taste and smell.

5. See Elizabeth F. Loftus, Eyewitness Testimony (1996). Lof-
tus has published numerous works and is generally re-
garded as one of the leading researchers and thinkers in
this area of forensic psychology.

6. See id. at 23–25.
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ical acuity of the observer’s needed sensory organs, eyes
and ears for instance, and temporary sensory distortions
such as intoxication or fatigue.

8. The effect of cognitive conditioning can be particularly
significant. Indeed, what at first appears shocking to one
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warrant fear or disgust in one person may arouse excite-
ment and admiration in another. 

9. Carl G. Jung, Symbols of Transformation (1956) (origi-
nally Transformations and Symbols of the Libido, 1912).

10. See Loftus, supra note 5, at 82.
11. It has even been observed that as linguistics, and the

schema, are cast in the custom and lexicon of the ob-
server and her society, they may to some extent impose
limitations upon conscious thought, irrespective of the in-
dividual wherewithal of the subject.

12. The seemingly inevitable tendency toward error in mat-
ters of subjective judgment or estimation, even when the
information sought is objective and not descriptive, is a
related matter of interest; repeated experiments have
shown that people are exceptionally inaccurate when
asked to estimate various features of an observation, such
as speed, time, distance, height and weight, although
such questions are commonly posed in litigation.

13. See Munsterberg, supra note 1, at 61 (noting, “we fill the
blanks of our perceptions constantly with bits of repro-
duced memory material and take those reproductions for
immediate impressions”).

14. William James, The Principles of Psychology I, 403–404
(1950) (1st ed. 1890).

15. Some factors decreasing alertness are fatigue, intoxication
and the effect of protracted attention.

16. Experiments have shown that stress and anxiety can have
a substantial effect on perceptual ability. The Yerkes-Dod-
son experiments (1908) (see Robert M. Yerkes & John D.
Dodson, The Relation of Strength of Stimulus to Rapidity of
Habit-Formation, 18 J. Comp. Neurology & Psychol. 159,
459–82 (1908)) and their progeny demonstrate that a
moderate level of arousal – excitements and emotions –
will sharpen alertness and increase performance, whereas
a very high or very low state of arousal will have nega-
tive and inhibitory effects. Some theorists posit this as a
function of attention.
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17. See James, supra note 14, at 417. James also devotes an en-
tire chapter to the subject of instinct, in which he dis-
cusses how certain stimulation differs in effect from one
creature to another. There has been described the phe-
nomenon of “weapon focus,” in which a person’s atten-
tion will be drawn to a dangerous object if present, and
recall of details peripheral to the weapon will suffer as a
result.
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20. See James, supra note 14, at 427 (noting, “we cannot deny
that an object once attended to will remain in the memory,
whilst one inattentively allowed to pass will leave no
traces behind”) (emphasis in original). 

21. One example is documented in the experiment per-
formed by Munsterberg with his own students, described
above. See Guy M. Whipple, Psychology of Testimony and
Report, 8 Psychol. Bull. 307 (1911); Daniel L. Schacter, The
Seven Sins of Memory: How the Mind Forgets and Re-
members,  44–45 (2001). James notes, “If, then, by the
original question, how many ideas or things can we at-
tend to at once, be meant how many entirely discon-
nected systems or processes of conception can go on si-
multaneously, the answer is, not easily more than one,
unless the processes are very habituated; but then two, or even
three, without very much oscillation of the attention.” See
generally James, supra note 14, at 409–416.
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Imagine that you are in your confer-
ence room, preparing a client for an
upcoming trial, when your parale-

gal comes in to give you a message. Off
the cuff, you ask him or her what a jury
might think about the client’s appear-
ance, as a witness. The next thing you
know, your paralegal is being served
with a subpoena to testify about the
nature of that conversation.

Or maybe you are meeting with an
expert witness and a graphic consul-
tant to prepare exhibits. You happen to
exchange a few comments about the
expert’s testimony in the upcoming
trial. Within days, your graphic con-
sultant is subpoenaed for deposition
about the nature of that conversation. 

Sound far-fetched? Not as far as a
couple of recent filings in lawsuits are
concerned. More and more, attorney
work product and attorney-client
privileges are coming under attack.
Instead of challenging the confiden-
tiality afforded an attorney with a
paralegal or graphics consultant,
however, these filings presume that,
somehow, the attorney work product
is discoverable when it includes the
use of a trial consultant in witness
preparation. These lawsuits beg the
fundamental question: How much of
an attorney’s thought process should
be discoverable?

This was precisely the issue that the
Third U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
considered when it ruled recently that
the attorney work product privilege
protects the efforts of trial consultants
from the discovery process. The case of
In re Cendant Corporation Securities Liti-
gation,1 involving trial consultant and
now ubiquitous media celebrity “Dr.
Phil” McGraw, intensifies the spotlight
on the expanding role of trial consul-
tants in American jurisprudence. 

The Appeals Court in the Cendant
case reversed a ruling by U.S. District
Court Judge William Walls that the
attorney work product privilege does
not cover pre-deposition preparation
of a witness by a non-testifying trial
consultant. Earlier, Judge Walls’s ruling
had reversed a special discovery mas-
ter’s findings that the work product
and attorney-client privileges pro-
tected Dr. McGraw’s preparation of an
Ernst & Young witness who had
drawn up financial statements in liti-
gation with Cendant.

While the Third Circuit’s ruling
may garner a collective shrug in up-
holding these core privileges, it high-
lights three important issues involving
the work of trial consultants. 

First, the ruling demonstrates how
highly the court values the advocacy
process and the protections afforded
counsel as they prepare and present a
case. Since the trial consultant’s work
involves testing, clarifying and help-
ing shape the presentation of the attor-
ney’s theories, evidence and case
strategies, the work product privilege
applies to the work of consultants – a
witness, a graphic artist or another
member of the trial team. This ruling
naturally extends the confidentiality of
oral, written and electronic communi-
cation among attorneys, their employ-
ees and their clients to the attorney’s
interaction with the trial consultants
who help prepare their cases. 

Second, although the opinion ad-
dresses the witness preparation con-
ducted by Dr. McGraw, it can be in-
terpreted as applying to all or most
of the services that trial consultants
provide, including strategy sessions,
client discussions, jury research,
demonstrative evidence development
and jury selection. And while there

may be attempts to interpret the law to
exclude protection of our services, as
long as the work is directed by counsel
and pertains to counsel’s thoughts,
opinions and impressions, the work
product protection applies.

Third, the ruling lays aside archaic
misperceptions of the trial consultant
as a kind of “charm school coach.” The
court acknowledges that the trial con-
sultant is not there merely to make
witnesses look good, to give sound
bites or to conduct seminars on general
principles. Since much litigation in-
volves complex, scientific, academic or
legal information that can confuse a
jury, the role of the trial consultant is to
clarify and assimilate – to help the at-
torney untangle the enigmatic web of
facts, to understand and communicate
them clearly and accurately.

The assaults on attorneys’ rights
that are being mounted with relentless
regularity in legislatures and court-
rooms nationwide give cause for
alarm. Had the Third Circuit ruled that
the trial consultant’s work was not
protected by privilege, would it have
been too long a stretch to say that dis-
cussions with your law partner or
paralegal or spouse are subject to dis-
covery? Once you allow even a small
opening in this crucial protection,
where would the assault on privilege
end? 

At the heart of legal advocacy are
the thoughts, impressions and opin-
ions of the attorney. In the coming
months, members of the American So-
ciety of Trial Consultants will talk with
the numerous state and national legal
associations about ways to protect this
most essential privilege. All of us must
be vigilant, get involved and work to-
gether tenaciously to preserve our pro-
fessional rights and protect our abili-
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ties to provide the most effective assis-
tance for our clients. 

The Third Circuit’s full opinion can
be downloaded from the American
Society of Trial Consultants’ Web site
at www.astcweb.org. Information
about ASTC and its members also can
be obtained at this site.

RICHARD GABRIEL is president of the
American Society of Trial Consultants
(ASTC), a professional association es-
tablished in 1982 to advance the disci-
pline and practice of trial consulting.
Its members work with attorneys in a
variety of specialties, including mock
trials, change of venue, jury selection,
witness preparation, focus groups, 
surveys, public relations programs and
others. Gabriel is also an author with
Thompson-West Publications. His trial
consulting firm, Decision Analysis, is
based in Los Angeles, Calif.

1. 343 F.3d 658 (2003).

towards a people (Americans) whose
governmental policies have been ag-
gressive, threatening and represent
economic strangulation. 

I take issue only with your “conclu-
sion” that your readers “wouldn’t
want to live there.” After 40 years of
economic repression from their nearest
geographic neighbor with whom they
share so much culturally and intellec-
tually, during which the former Soviet
Union supported only its own military
strategic agenda and then left the
country “barefoot and pregnant,” it
should not be surprising that this
country of 11 million highly educated
and entrepreneurial people is not a
hospitable environment for the Yan-
quis. 

Two small examples from the out-
reach we conducted on our mission: 

• During the severe energy crises of
1994–1995 (economically created after
Russia left), there was little electricity
to use for any aspect of normal life. As
a result, without air conditioning in the
brutal summers, Cuba lost forever a
significant portion of its National Film
Archive. 

• The National Animation Com-
pany, state owned (naturally) and re-
sponsible for all of the country’s output
of animation, has but a single post-pro-
duction editing suite as a result of the
U.S. boycott on import of technology (it
is well known that we strong-arm our
allies from doing technological trade
with Cuba). In the States, even a small
animation company will have multiple
such suites at its disposal. 

My point is that in no small part the
inhospitable socialist environment in
Cuba has been terribly exacerbated by
the decades of cruel U.S. economic 
policy. Jimmy Carter, Steven Spielberg
and Robert Redford have all been 
recent “tourists” to view the issue 
firsthand. President Carter boldly met
with dissidents, condemned Fidel’s
anti-human rights practices, but simi-
larly spoke out against this U.S. eco-
nomic strangulation. There appears to
be some hope that after the upcoming
national elections, regardless of which

Dear Mr. Levin: 
I am a member of the New York

State Bar Association, a former resi-
dent of Port Washington, and am cur-
rently in exile in Los Angeles, serving
as the president of the Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences. You will
know our work primarily through our
administration of the world-recog-
nized “Emmy Awards” program. 

I read with interest your President’s
message in the January issue of the
Journal. I was intrigued and impressed,
in no small part since I was in Havana
at precisely the same time as you and
under parallel circumstances. I was part
of a licensed entertainment industry
outreach trip. 

Many of our reactions were the
same: the abject poverty, the universal
literacy, and the surprising goodwill
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party prevails, this policy will be re-
evaluated. 

I know you share my view that as
industry leaders, we have responsibil-
ity to make this country’s position in
support of all elements of natural law –
rule of law, freedom of speech, and un-
fettered ability to express oneself polit-
ically or creatively (note however the
absolute absence of petty crime or
tourist scams in Havana) – a shining
beacon of outreach. 

I believe in the next few years we
will both have the opportunity to re-
visit Havana and also, more impor-
tantly to contribute to and participate
in its transition to vibrant, open, and
eminently attractive place where we
both might even consider “wanting to
live”! 

Keep up the dedicated work to pub-
lic service. I certainly appreciate your
commitment as a member of the
NYSBA. 

Very truly yours, 
Todd P. Leavitt, President 
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences 
5220 Lankershim Blvd. 
North Hollywood, CA 91601 
leavitt@emmys.org

NEW REGULAR MEMBERS

1/27/04 - 3/8/04 ____________891

NEW LAW STUDENT MEMBERS

1/27/04 - 3/8/04 ____________397

TOTAL REGULAR MEMBERS AS OF

3/8/04 _________________68,980

TOTAL LAW STUDENT MEMBERS AS

OF 3/8/04________________4,537

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP AS OF

3/8/04 _________________73,517

MEMBERSHIP
TOTALS
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The Attorney Professionalism
Committee invites our readers to send
in comments or alternate views to the
responses printed below, as well as
additional questions and answers to
be considered for future columns.
Send your comments or your own
questions to: NYSBA, One Elk Street,
Albany, NY 12207, Attn: Attorney Pro-
fessionalism Forum, or by e-mail to
journal@nysba.org.

This column is made possible
through the efforts of the NYSBA’s
Committee on Attorney Professional-
ism, and is intended to stimulate
thought and discussion on the subject
of attorney professionalism. The
views expressed are those of the au-
thors, and not those of the Attorney
Professionalism Committee or the
NYSBA. They are not official opinions
on ethical or professional matters, nor
should they be cited as such. 

To the Forum:
For two years, I have diligently rep-

resented a client in a litigated matter,
preparing numerous documents and
reviewing endless correspondence,
fielding telephone calls at all hours of
the night and on weekends. Now that
much of the work is complete, my
client has discharged me in favor of
another attorney, who is being com-
pensated on a very hefty contingency
fee basis. My fees have been paid in
full. Since no substitution of counsel
has been filed, I am still the attorney of
record, and I am awaiting instructions
on transfer of the file.

While still licking my wounds from
my unceremonious discharge, I am
outraged by the fee being charged by
incoming counsel, especially since so
much of the work is complete. While it
is my wish to inform my erstwhile
client that she is being overcharged by
incoming counsel, I do not want to cre-
ate the impression of being ungracious
or a sore loser. On the other hand, I do
not wish my client to be taken for a
ride. What should I do?

Sincerely,
Fired in Flushing

Dear Fired:
While it is never fun to be fired, it is

important to separate your bruised ego
from your professional duties to your
client, as your emotions may affect
your judgment. Of course, under the
Lawyer’s Code of Professional Re-
sponsibility, the client’s discharge re-
quires your mandatory withdrawal
from the case (see DR 2-110(B)(4)). As is
true of all withdrawals, you must take
reasonable steps “to avoid foreseeable
prejudice to the rights of the client,” in-
cluding the delivery of all papers and
property to which the client is entitled
(DR 2-110(A)(2)).

Turning to your specific concerns, it
is interesting that you do not question

In your case, it would be best to put
aside any personal feelings you may
have as a result of your client’s deci-
sion to terminate your services, and to
consider her best interests. You should
also consider the likely effect of your
advice on the client, and whether she
would perceive your advice as an at-
tempt to put undue pressure on her to
continue the professional relationship
with you. Remember also that this
might be your final contact with this
client regarding this matter, and you
do not want to leave the lasting im-
pression that you are a sore loser, or
are motivated by the taste of sour
grapes. Moreover, your perception that
the fee of incoming counsel is unrea-
sonable within the meaning of DR 
2-106 may be open to question, as there
are a number of factors that can affect
the reasonableness of a fee – some of
which, as mentioned, are highly sub-
jective. Finally, remember that you
have been discharged, and although

the competence or legal skill of incom-
ing counsel, but merely the excessive
nature of the fee, which is governed by
DR 2-106 of the Code. Under Section A
of that Rule, a lawyer is prohibited
from charging an excessive fee. The
reasonableness of an attorney’s fee de-
pends on such factors as the time and
labor required, the amount of money
involved, the result obtained, the time
limitations imposed by the client and
the legal skills of the attorney (see DR
2-106(B)). While some of these factors
are objective, others are subjective.

If you feel strongly that incoming
counsel may be overcharging your
client, you may address this issue with
her, provided that you do so in a dis-
passionate and professional manner.
Do not try to dissuade the client from
making a decision with which you pre-
sumably disagree, and about which
you may not be fully objective. Under
the Ethical Considerations of the Code,
a lawyer is encouraged “to ensure that
decisions of the client are made only
after the client has been informed of
relevant considerations” (EC 7-8). A
lawyer is encouraged to initiate a deci-
sion-making process, and her advice to
the client “need not be confined to
purely legal considerations” (id.).

The Nassau County Bar Association
Committee on Professional Ethics re-
cently considered a delicate situation in
which two lawyers were representing
the same client in a criminal case, yet
one wished to criticize the other to the
client (Nassau Co. Op. 02-2). The Com-
mittee reasoned that a client retains an
attorney not only for the attorney’s
legal skill, but for his or her professional
judgment and opinions as well, and
that these opinions may extend to “the
capability of the other attorney in the
case.” Thus, the Committee concluded
that “the inquiring attorney may inform
the client of his or her opinion with re-
gard to the other attorney” (id.).

ATTORNEY PROFESSIONALISM FORUM
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you are still the attorney of record, you
are at best a lame duck.

If, after weighing and considering
all of the above, you are still persuaded
that the incoming attorney is charging
an excessive fee, you may tactfully give
that opinion to the client. In doing so,
however, you should make it clear that
you are not attempting to change the
client’s mind about your discharge, but
are merely rendering advice about the
fee. Be prepared to step aside gracefully,
if, as is likely, the client rejects this last
piece of advice from you. Remember,
the client presumably had a reason,
whether valid or not, for looking else-
where for legal representation.

The Forum, by
Barry R. Temkin
New York, NY

QUESTION FOR THE NEXT 
ATTORNEY PROFESSIONALISM
FORUM:

To the Forum:
My client, a handyman, was hired

to renovate a rural tavern which his
employer was in the process of pur-
chasing (along with the tavern’s thriv-
ing bar business) from a sitting judge
in a neighboring village. After an alter-
cation concerning the work he was
performing, my client was unceremo-
niously fired and told to “pack up and
leave.” When he asked to be paid, my
client’s employer allegedly tossed him
out the door onto the street and
stomped on his back. My client’s erst-
while employer was arrested and
charged with assault. I followed suit
with a civil case for battery, seeking
damages for the personal injuries my
client suffered in the attack.

The defendant’s attorney, a local
practitioner, asked the district attorney
to drop the criminal charge so that his
client would not be denied the liquor
license he needed for the bar business
he was buying from the judge. Un-
known to me at the time, however, the
bar-owning judge (not the judge han-
dling the criminal prosecution or the

civil claim) was also at work on the
case. He had placed an ex parte phone
call to the district attorney, and had
been cooperating with, and advocating
for, the defendant. This judge sits
within the jurisdiction of the district at-
torney prosecuting the case. The dis-
trict attorney apparently succumbed to
the judicial pressure and disposed of
the criminal case by offering an
“ACOD” (adjournment in contempla-
tion of dismissal) of the criminal
charge, thereby preserving the defen-
dant’s liquor license and the purchase
of the business from the judge.

I feel that the rug was pulled out
from underneath me. By her sweet-
heart plea bargain and behind-the-
scenes dealings, the district attorney
failed to protect the victim (my client),
and undermined the pending civil case
I am handling. The district attorney’s ex
parte communications with the judge
are also troubling, especially since the
judge had an economic interest in the
outcome of the case. Finally, the dis-
trict attorney utterly failed to protect
the public from a recurrence of the 
defendant’s dangerous rage – and I
happen to know that he consumes 
alcohol while socializing in his newly
licensed bar, making such a recurrence
all the more likely.

My knowledge of these events has
placed me in an awkward situation,
and I’m not sure what I should be
doing now. Is there a whistle that I
should be blowing?

Sincerely,
Frustrated in Fryville

Questions, comments, alternate views?
Contact us at journal@nysba.org.

MOVING?
let us know.
Notify OCA and NYSBA of any
changes to your address or
other record information as
soon as possible!

OCA Attorney Registration
PO BOX 2806 
Church Street Station 
New York, New York 10008

TEL 212.428.2800
FAX 212.428.2804
Email attyreg@courts.state.ny.us

New York State Bar Association
MIS Department
One Elk Street
Albany, NY 12207

TEL 518.463.3200
FAX 518.487.5579
Email mis@nysba.org
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Enron, WorldCom, Adelphia and
other recent corporate scandals set
the stage for Congress to change

federal laws regarding the corporate ac-
countability of SEC registrants. The Sar-
banes-Oxley Act created the Public Com-
pany Accounting Oversight Board
(PCAOB), with oversight from the Secu-
rities and Exchange Commission (SEC),
to exercise serious disciplinary, quality
control and rule-making powers over
auditors of public companies.

Nonetheless, despite this federal leg-
islation, a problem still exists in trying to
identify certified public accountants who
break the rules of professional conduct.
The federal government cannot revoke a
CPA’s license to practice. Only the states
hold this power. 

In New York, accountancy laws have
not changed substantially since 1947, cre-
ating friction between law and reality.
The accounting profession has changed
dramatically in the last five-plus decades.
State regulation has not kept pace. Regu-
lators have no authority over vast seg-
ments of today’s profession, although the
public would think otherwise.

New York State now regulates CPAs
only for attest services, such as audits,
where they express a formal opinion on
whether a client’s financial statements
reflect the client’s financial position in
accordance with generally accepted ac-
counting principles. Attest services also
include reviews, compilations, and cer-
tain forecasts and projections, each of
which is a term of art with special mean-
ing in CPA professional literature. Yet a
typical CPA practice encompasses not
only attest work, but also many other
services, none of which are subject to
regulation by the New York State Educa-
tion Department (SED), the licensing
body. In addition, once CPAs leave
“public practice” and accept employ-
ment with business or government, they
become completely unregulated.

Changing Landscape
After the birth of the CPA profession

in 1896, preparing and auditing financial
reports was its franchise in the same
sense that litigation is the franchise of the
legal profession. As the CPA profession
grew beyond that franchise, regulation
was frozen in time, leaving most areas of
CPA practice unregulated. The current
statute bears little relationship to actual
CPA practice.

Non-attest services offered by CPA
firms (as taken from firm Web sites) in-
clude SEC services, advice on all stages in
the life cycle of a firm from initial public
offering to divestiture, expert witness
services and alternative dispute resolu-
tion, tax compliance and planning, con-
sultating for mergers and acquisitions,
management advisory services, corporate
governance, feasibility studies, informa-
tion technology, valuation services, per-
sonal financial planning, and investment
advisory services. 

The current view of the SED is that all
of these non-attest services fall outside its
regulatory authority.

Significantly, the Web sites of the Big
Four firms were not consulted in devel-
oping this list. Not only do they perform
more than 80% of the public company
audits, they also have much more exten-
sive non-audit services than smaller
firms. Despite their immense size, how-
ever, they constitute only a small portion
of the CPA profession. Of the nearly
30,000 members of the New York State
Society of CPAs merely 6% are affiliated
with Big Four accounting firms.

Non-litigation Expansion
The legal profession has also grown far

beyond its initial franchise of litigation.
A similar review of law firm Web sites
yielded services including: SEC regulatory
and compliance matters, tax services,
corporate governance, mergers, acquisi-
tions, divestitures, joint ventures, lever-
aged buy-outs, corporate recapitalizations

and reorganizations, spin-offs, securities
offerings, antitrust counseling and litiga-
tion, real estate transactions, commercial
finance, creditors’ rights, distribution,
franchising and licensing, technology
and intellectual property matters, and
estate planning and trust planning.

Lawyers performing any of these non-
litigation services are nevertheless fully
subject to regulation. Unlike the CPA pro-
fession, regulation of the legal profession
expands with the services rendered by
lawyers. Imagine the confusion of practic-
ing lawyers and the public if the regulation
of attorneys had not kept pace with the
growth of the legal profession’s services. 

A NYSBA report,1 which includes a
review of how the legal and CPA pro-
fessions evolved, shows how the legal 
profession began to develop significantly
in the late 19th century and beyond.
Practice settings shifted from sole practi-
tioners and tiny, local law firms to larger
firms crossing first state, then national
borders. Large corporations began hiring
full-time, in-house attorneys. Lawyers
expanded into new areas of practice.
Imagine the confusion of practicing
lawyers and the public if, similar to the
current-day New York CPA, in-house
counsels were exempt from regulation as
attorneys because they did not litigate, or
because they did not work in a law firm. 

The reality is that “[a]ttorneys ‘prac-
tice law’ . . . if . . . they give legal advice
or counsel to, or provide legal represen-
tation for, a particular body or individual
in a particular situation in either the pub-
lic or private sector.”2 This broad defini-
tion accommodates a growing, vibrant
legal profession. Indeed, “[a]ll members
of the New York Bar are presumed to be
practicing law in New York unless
otherwise shown.”3 Given this broad
regulatory reach, modern-day lawyers
are subject to the discipline, registration
and continuing education requirements of
the courts regardless of their employers,
firm settings or practice areas.

POINT OF
VIEW

State Legislative Power Supersedes
Federal Laws in Accounting Reform

BY LOUIS GRUMET



There has been no similar develop-
ment of regulatory processes for the CPA
profession. 

Regulation Reform
The extent of the regulatory lag in the

CPA profession has begun to raise issues
regarding the role of inadequate regula-
tion in creating a vacuum that enabled re-
cent scandals. Inadequate regulation is not
the sole cause of these scandals, but reform
in regulation is part of the solution.

The following reforms would be pos-
itive steps in dealing with the current
environment: 

• Subject all CPAs to registration, reg-
ulation and professional discipline and
include all professional services by CPAs
within the regulated scope of practice. 

• Mandate that all CPAs, including
those in private industry, meet substan-
tial continuing professional education re-
quirements. Now, CPAs inside corpora-
tions are not required by law to stay
up-to-date through continuing education. 

• Expand the current requirement for
registration of CPA partnerships to cover
all CPA firms, i.e., sole practitioners, pro-
fessional corporations and professional
limited liability companies. 

• Subject CPA firms, not just individ-
ual licensees, to substantial fines for
professional misconduct. 

• Make mandatory the current vol-
untary program of peer review for CPA
firms that perform attest or compilation
services and conduct them in accor-
dance with state regulation.

• Include as qualifying experience for
licensure, accounting, attest, auditing,
tax return preparation and tax advisory
service. (At present, experience is based
primarily on the attest function.) 

Unregulated CPAs 
Perhaps the most significant step to

take would be to include CPAs in private
practice in professional regulation. Attor-
neys practicing as in-house legal counsel
practice law. The same is not true of CPAs
who have left public practice, that is,
those serving in corporations. These
CPAs serve in many capacities such as
chief financial officers, controllers and in-
ternal auditors, as well as CEOs and other
functions not connected with accounting. 

When CPAs perform these roles in in-
dustry, existing New York law does not
regulate them. The most notorious recent

SED interpretation of its regulatory au-
thority. While developing a protocol for
TBS and the new GGK LLP partnership,
which retained the attest practice of its
predecessor firm, the SED’s Office of the
Professions concluded that its jurisdiction
over the CPA profession was strictly lim-
ited by the existing statute to a narrow
definition of public accounting as the
provision of certain audit, attest and
compilation services. It confirmed in a
statewide mailing that SED had no
power to regulate CPAs not performing
work in these limited areas. 

The SED based its assessment of its
limited regulatory reach on section 7401 of
the Education Law, which establishes the
“scope of practice” of public accountancy.
The current language for section 7401 was
written over 50 years ago, before CPAs
began to leave public accounting firms in
large numbers to work in industry and be-
fore the deregulatory trend created de-
mands for extensive new services from
professionals with the knowledge and
skills of CPAs. 

A new statute should reflect these
changes in CPA practice and empower
state regulators to discipline meaning-
fully and fairly without regard to place of
employment or work performed.

LOUIS GRUMET is executive director of the
New York State Society of Certified Pub-
lic Accountants, the nation’s largest and
oldest state accounting association. A
graduate of George Washington Univer-
sity, he received his J.D. from New York
University Law School, an MPA from the
University of Pittsburgh Graduate School
of Public and International Affairs, and is
a Certified Association Executive.

1. Preserving the Core Values of the
American Legal Profession; The Place
of Multidisciplinary Practice in the
Law of Governing Lawyers, Report of
the New York State Bar Association
Special Committee on the Law 
Governing Firm Structure and 
Operation, Albany, NY, Apr. 2000.

2. See the New York State Unified
Court System section on Continuing
Legal Education, FAQ’s for Experi-
enced Attorneys, at <http://www.
nycourts.gov/attorneys/cle/
attorney_faqs.shtml> (citing Restate-
ment of Law, Third, The Law Govern-
ing Lawyers, Chapter 1, § 3).

3. Id.

case is former WorldCom Inc. Chief Fi-
nancial Officer Scott D. Sullivan, who is
accused of leading a multibillion-dollar
accounting fraud. He is licensed as a
New York CPA. (Currently, the SED Of-
fice of the Professions Online Verification
Web page shows Mr. Sullivan simply as
“Not Registered.” But he still holds the
CPA designation.) In fact, SED informally
stated that it has no jurisdiction over Mr.
Sullivan because it regulates the CPA
profession in the attest (audits, compila-
tions, and review) area only. According
to the SED interpretation of the scope of
practice definition, which sets its author-
ity, Sullivan was not practicing public ac-
countancy. If, however, he is convicted of
a crime under New York or federal law,
he could be subject to penalty for profes-
sional misconduct, even if the crime is
not in the practice of the profession as in-
terpreted by SED.

Similarly striking, Robert Korkuc, the
former chief accounting officer of Symbol
Technologies, also a New York CPA,
pleaded guilty in June 2003 to conspiracy
and securities fraud charges at U.S. Dis-
trict Court in Central Islip, NY. Because
the guilty plea related to a civil Securities
and Exchange Commission violation and
not to criminal charges, the SED has no ju-
risdiction over him under the general
law of the professions; and, because he
was not in the practice of public accoun-
tancy, the accountancy provisions do not
apply. As a result, SED cannot revoke his
license. A search of the SED Web site in
late January revealed that Korkuc still
had an active CPA license.

The statutory and regulatory provi-
sions do not currently apply to CPAs that
are not partners and perform only non-
attest functions while employed in a CPA
firm. These CPAs offer a variety of ser-
vices, including tax preparation and ad-
vice, personal financial planning, design
and implementation of financial informa-
tion systems, appraisal or business valua-
tions, and actuarial work. The public and
users of CPA services believe they have
protection and recourse where none exists
under the current SED interpretation of
existing law.

“Scope of Practice”
The sale of the non-attest assets of

Goldstein Golub Kessler & Co. P.C., a
New York City public accounting firm, to
American Express Tax & Business Service
(TBS) in 1998 brought to light the present
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only one of them, the correct word is
“that.” If Judge X has but one sentence
and she does not want to impose it, use
“, which,” placing a comma before the
“which.”

Question: That or which? “I’m in-
volved in litigation that [or , which]
troubles me.” Answer: If you’re in-
volved in lots of litigation and only
one piece of it troubles you, it’s “that.”
If you’re involved in one piece of liti-
gation only, and that one piece troubles
you, it’s “, which,” placing a comma
before the “which.”

“That” & “which.” “That which” be-
comes “what”: “That which does not kill
us makes us strong.” Becomes: “What
does not kill us makes us strong.”

Which
The modifying “which.” Keep modi-

fiers next to the words and thoughts
they modify: “Family Court rendered
judgment for respondent which the Sec-
ond Department reversed.” Becomes:

“Family Court rendered for respondent
a judgment that the Second Department
reversed.” Or “The Second Department
reversed Family Court’s judgment for
respondent.”

The hard-working “which.” Don’t
make your “whiches” work too hard.
The antecedent becomes vague as the
relative becomes remote: “Respondent
stared wildly around the courtroom,
which was noticeable to everyone.”
(What was noticeable? Respondent’s
staring wildly? The courtroom?) One
solution is to divide the sentence into
two: “Respondent stared wildly
around the courtroom. Everyone no-
ticed his wild stares.” A better solution
is to rearrange the sentence: “Everyone
noticed that respondent stared wildly
around the courtroom.”

The elegant “which.” Use the elegant
“which” to replace the second “that”:
“This is the format [delete nonstruc-
tural that] the associate uses and which
[not that] the client adopted.” 

The appositive “which.” Excise your
“which” after an appositive: “This
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opinion, which was written for publica-
tion, is a masterpiece.” Becomes: “This
opinion, written for publication, is a
masterpiece.”

The legal “which.” Withdraw your
legal “whiches”: “The parties entered
into a contract in March 1955, which
contract is binding.” Becomes: “The
parties entered into a binding contract
in March 1955.”

Knowing the difference between
“that” and “which” separates the mas-
ter from the apprentice. And that’s not
all, folks: Using that “that” correctly
helps the reader understand which
“which” is which. Which of us could
disagree with that?

GERALD LEBOVITS is a judge of the
New York City Civil Court, Housing
Part, in Manhattan. An adjunct pro-
fessor at New York Law School, he
has written Advanced Judicial Opinion
Writing, a handbook for New York’s
trial and appellate courts, from which
this column is adapted. His e-mail
address is GLebovits@aol.com.
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Answers to Crossword Puzzle on page 8.

And justice for all?
In communities across New York State, poor people are facing serious legal
problems. Families are being illegally evicted. Children are going hungry. Peo-
ple are being unfairly denied financial assistance, insurance benefits and
more. They need help. We need volunteers.

If every attorney did just 20 hours of pro bono work a
year – and made a financial contribution to a legal ser-
vices or pro bono organization – we could help them
get the justice they deserve. Give your time. Share
your talent. Contact your local pro bono program or
call the New York State Bar Association at 
518-487-5641 today.

Sponsored by the New York State Bar Association
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Nonstructural “that”:
• “The point that is [or points that

are, that were] being made here is not to
be wordy.” Becomes: “The point [or
points that are, that were] being made
here is not to be wordy.”

• “The point that he made is not to
be wordy.” Becomes: “The point he
made is not to be wordy.”

The discoursive “that.” Use “that” to
distinguish between direct and indi-
rect discourse. Direct discourse: “The
senior partner said, ‘Bill researched the
issues.’” Indirect discourse: “The se-
nior partner said that Bill researched
the issues.” Not: “The senior partner
said Bill researched the issues.”

Question: Can you string eight
“thats” together in one sentence? An-
swer: “The legal-writing teacher said
that that ‘that,’ that ‘that’ that that
‘that’ referred to, is a triply vague ref-
erent.” (Written differently, the sen-
tence might read: “Said the legal-writ-
ing teacher: ‘The “that,” which is the
“that” to which the “that” refers, is a
triply vague referent.’”)

The extra “that.” Avoid losing paral-
lel structure by adding an unnecessary
“that” in a string of clauses: “The para-
legal explained that although she will
draft the contract, that no one will read
it.” Becomes: “The paralegal explained
that although she will draft the con-
tract, no one will read it.” The extra
“that” is called a sentence extra.

The double “that.” “That that” becomes
“that this” or “that the.”

That vs. Who
Differentiate between “that” (or “,

which”) and “who”: “Who” refers to
people and to named animals (“Sox,
the ex-First Cat”) and animals that
have special qualities (“Mighty
Mouse”). “That,” “, which,” and “it”

THE LEGAL
WRITER

L egal writing which depends on
precision is all about eliminating
ambiguity that all law firms who

and lawyers that write strive for. 
This column is dedicated to ex-

plaining why the preceding sentence
should read: Legal writing, which de-
pends on precision, is all about elimi-
nating ambiguity. Lawyers should
strive to write clearly.

That
Use “that” as a structural device to

aid understanding; otherwise delete.
Consider this ambiguous sentence:
“The lawyer said on Monday he will
write the brief.” Is it “The lawyer said
that on Monday he will write the
brief?” Or “The lawyer said on Mon-
day that he will write the brief?”

Structural “that”:
• “The People alleged defendant

committed murder.” Becomes: “The
People alleged that defendant commit-
ted murder.” (The People cannot allege
a defendant.)

• “The court held the 500-pound
man was in contempt.” Becomes: “The
court held that the 500-pound man was
in contempt.” (The judge did not hold
a 500-pound man.)

• The Gotham Writers’ Workshop
Mission (Copyright Gotham Writers’
Workshop, Inc., 2000): “We believe
anyone can write.” Becomes: “We be-
lieve that anyone can write.” (The
Workshop does not believe anyone or
everyone. Try promising the company
that you will pay when the course is
over.)

• “The Government decided the
question did not need to be decided.”
Becomes: “The Government decided
that the question did not need to be de-
cided.” (The Government did not de-
cide the question.)

refer to things, entities, concepts, and
animals. “He’s a man that always does
the right thing.” Becomes: “He’s a man
who always does the right thing.” Be-
comes: “He always does the right
thing.” “Snidely & Whiplash is the law
firm that [not who] represents objectant
in Surrogate’s Court.”

Gerund usage. If the clause contains
a human and a nonhuman, use a
gerund: “The man who and the truck
that crossed the street . . . .” Becomes:
“The man and the truck crossing the
street . . . .”

That vs. Which
Learn the difference between

“that,” a demonstrative pronoun
(“that law-review article”), and
“which,” an interrogative pronoun
(“which law-review article?”). Learn-
ing the difference will also help you
use the following correctly: “who,”
“whom,” “whose,” “whoever,”
“whichever,” and “whatever.”

Go which hunting. “That” is restric-
tive (or defining). “Which” is not re-
strictive (or nondefining).

A tip: If the word or concept before
the “that” or the “which” is one of sev-
eral, use “that.” If the word or concept
before the “that” or the “which” ex-
presses a totality, use “which.”

Question: That or which? “Judge X
must impose a sentence that [or, which]
she does not want to impose.” Answer:
If Judge X, who has several sentences
to impose, does not want to impose

Withdraw your legal 
whiches by going 
which hunting.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 60

That’s the Way It Is: “That” and
“Which” in Legal Writing 
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